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x. PROJECTING HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION ANI> SAVINGS
USING PER HOUSEHOLD SPECIFICATIONS

OF DEMAND SYSTEMS

A. Introduction

Projections of household consumption (see box 12) and household savings can
be of considerable value in comprehensive planning. For example, projections of
household consumption can be used as indications of future household consumption
demand, which is a major component of total final demand. In addition,
projections of household consumption can provide an indication, albeit partial,
of possible future changes in the standard of living of the population.
Projections of household savings, which may be a significant part of overall
savings of the economy provide the basis for preparing pr~jections of total
domestic savings.

This chapter describes a method for preparing projections of household
consumption and savings at the national or urban-rural level employing one of two
alternative demand systems. The first draws on a model formulated by Kelley
(1969), which postulates that the household consumption of any given group of
commodities is determined by total household expenditure and household size. The
other demand system, which is similar to the household consumption and savings
module of the Bachue-Philippines economic-demographic model (Rodgers and others,
1978), assumes that household consumption and savings are functions of household
disposable income and household size.

Thus, the method can indicate the effects on household spending behaviour
of household resources and household size. In the case of urban-rural
projections, the method can also indicate the effects on aggregate spending
behaviour of differences between urban and rural areas in their consumption and
savings patterns. However, the method does not show the effects of commodity
prices on spending behaviour. Nor does it take into consideration other
potentially influential factors, such as the composition of the household, the
age of the household head and the socio-economic class of the household.

In spite of their common conceptual underpinnings, the two demand systems
used by the method differ in the way they treat household savings. When the
Kelley-type demand system is used, household savings are an input into the
pro jection and are therefore exogenous (see box 13). If, however, the
Bachue-Philippines-type demand system is used, household saVings are obtained in
the course of making the projection and are therefore endogenous.

Both demand systems can be formulated using either linear or non-linear
functional forms. Moreover, each system can be estimated using cross-sectional
information or time series data. However, owing to limited time series
information, in many developing countries the planner would normally have no
choice but to use cross-sectional data. This may be a disadvantage, since
estimates of consumption functions based on cross-section information (or even
short-time series) may yield projections that systematically understate future
increases in household consumption (overstate future increases in household
savings) as household income grows.
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Box 12

Glossary

COlQrebensive planning
Afon of developent planning, sOletiles referred to as aCJCJregative, global or overall
planning which covers lOSt or all sectors of the econolY. This planning, unlike sectoral
planning, is concerned with a full range of variables, including aCJCJregate output,
household and governent consUiption, savings and investient, ilpOrts and exports,
elploytent and incoJes.

Deland S~stelS
A set of functions explaining consUiption behaviour alone, or consUiption as well as
savings behaviours of a group of households, which lake a population group or the
total population.

EconOlic-delograRbic IOdel
A lathelatical representation of key econolic and delOgraphic variables and their
interrelationships. The lOdel lay be used to lake projections of output, use of
productive factors and colponents of final deland, as well as the colpOnents of
population change, population size and the structure of the labour force.

Hoysehold consUJption
The value of 'final' goods and services consUied by households over a specified
tile period.

Household disposable incOle
The incoe of a household, after taxes and/or transfers, which is available for
consUiption or savings.

Household savings
The portion of household disposable incole that is not spent on consUiption over a
specified tile period.
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Box 13

Glossary

Average household size
The ean nUlber of leJbers per household.

Average household savings ratio
Proportion of disposable household incole devoted to savings.

Endogenous
Avariable is said to be endogenous with respect to a lodel if its value is detenined
within the lodel.

ExogenoUS
Avariable is said to be exogenous with respect to a Iodel if its value is detenined
outside the lodel.

Marginal RlOJeIlSity to COllSUJe
For a given tie period, the change in the value of household consUlption, divided by
the change in the disposable household incole.

Partial Coefficient
Acoefficient in a function seeking to explain variations in a given variable
(dependent variable) in tens of variations in other relevant variables (independent
variables). The coefficient leasures partial or ceteris paribus effect of any given
independent variable on the dependent variable.

B. The technique

1. Overview

This overview lists the inputs required by the method, indicates the type
of results that can be generated and outlines the computational steps involved
in preparing household consumption and savings projections.

(a) Inputs

To project household consumption and savings, the following inputs are
needed:

(i) Projected average household disposable income;
(ii) Projected averaie household size;



(iii)
(iv)
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Projected number of households;
Estimates of the coefficients of household consumption functions
by commodity group.

Moreover, if the projection is to involve exogenous savings, the inputs should
include:

(v) Assumptions on the ayera&e household sayin&s ratio.

Alternatively, if the projection involves endogenous savings, the inputs should
include:

(vi) Estimates of the coefficients of the household savings function.

The inputs are listed in box 14.

If a national projection is sought, those inputs would need to be specified
for the entire country. To prepare a projection fbr urban and rural areas, the
inputs would be required for urban and rural locations.

Since this method will be described in the context of preparing quinquennial
pro jections, the pro jected disposable household income, projected number of
households and projected average household size must be for dates five years apart.
In addition, if the projection is to utilize assumptions on the average savings
ratio of households, those assumptions must also be for dates five years apart.
Given appropriate annual inputs, the method could be used for preparing annual
projections.

(b) Outputs

In the case of a national projection, the method can be used to generate the
following outputs:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Levels of average household consumption by commodity group;
Level of average household savings;
Various household consumption and savings aggregates, such as
levels of total household consumption by commodity group and
total household savings;
Indicators of the spending pattern of households, such as
proportions of total disposable household income that are spent
on commodities of different groups or saved;
Rates of change of household consumption or savings, including
that of total household consumption and total household savings.

If the technique is used to prepare an urban-rural projection, the result
would include all those listed under (i) through (v), which would be for urban and
rural areas as well as for the entire country. In addition, they would include
indicators of the urban-rural distribution of household consumption and household
savings. The outputs that can be produced by using the method are indicated in box
15.
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Box 14

Inputs for preparing household consUlption and savings
projections using per household deland systelS

1. Per household diWsable household incOie (national or urban and rural)

2. ItuIber of hoUSeholds (national or urban and rural)

3. Ayerage household size (national or urban and rural)

4. Estigtes of CODSUlPtion functions (national or urban and rural)

Coefficients of linear consUlption functions of the deland systel with exogenous
or endogenous savings, or

Coefficients of non-linear (Iultiplicative) or log-linear consuaption functions
of the deland systel with exogenous or endogenous savings

5. AssuJptions on per household average savings ratio (national or urban and rural: if
the deland systel used includes exogenous savings)

6. Estiutes of savings function(s) (national or urban and rurali if the deland systel
used includes endogenous savings)

Coefficients of linear savings function(s) of the deland systel with endogenous
savings, or

Coefficients of non-linear (Iultiplicative) or log-linear savings function(s) of
the deland systel with endogenous savings

(c) Computational steps

For any given projection date, the first step yields levels of per household
consumption by commodity group and the level of per household savings pertaining
to that date.

If household savings are exogenous, the level of average household
expenditure is first obtained as a product of average disposable household income
and the complement of the assumed average household savings ratio for
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Box 15

Types of outputs of the lethod for preparing household consUlption
and savings projections using perhousehold deland systelS

1. Levels of household consUlption b.Y couodity group and household mi.ng§ (national or
urban, rural and national)

2. Household cOnslllPtion and savings aggregates (national or urban, rural and national)

Levels of total household consUlption, household consuaption by broad cOllodity
group and of household savings

The growth in total household consUlption, household consUlption by broad couodity
group and in household savings

3. Indicators of the SWlding pattern of households (national or urban, rural and national)

Proportions of household disposable incole saved and proportions spent on goods and
services in broad couodity groups

4. Indicators of the urban-rural distribution of total household consuution and household
~

Proportions of total household consUlption and household savings in different
locations

5. Bates of growth of _ebold COJISUIPtiOD and sayings (national or urban, rural and
national)

Rates of growth in total household consUlption, household consUlption by broad
couodity groups and in household savings

that date (assumed here to be in constant prices). Then, levels of average
household consumption by commodity group are obtained by evaluating household
consumption functions using average household expenditure and the projected average
household size. The level of average household savings is calculated as the
difference between average disposable household income and average household
expenditures.
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If household savings are endogenous, average household consumption by
commodity group and average household savings are obtained in a direct way, by
evaluating consumption and savings functions using the level of average disposable
household income and the projected average household size for that date.

This technique can be used to calculate other results, including total
household consumption by commodity group and total household savings. Those
aggregates can be obtained as products of the levels of average household
consumption by commodity group and average household savings, on the one hand, and
number of households, on the other. The method can also be used to calculate other
aggregates, such as total household consumption. It can also be used to calculate
indicators of the spending pattern of households and rates of increase of various
household consumption and savings aggregates.

2. National level

This section will initially describe a procedure to make a national level
projection in which savings are exogenous. Then, a procedure to make the same type
of projection with endogenous savings will be introduced.

(a) Procedure assumini exoienous savinis

The description of, this procedure will initially present consumption
functions with exogenous savings in which average household expenditure and average
household size are the explanatory variables. Y Later, steps to derive levels of
average household consumption by commodity group and the level of average household
savings will be introduced. Steps to derive other results for a given projection
date or interval will also be described. A summary of those steps is shown in box
16.

(i) Consumption functions

Three types of consumption functions will be considered: linear,
multiplicative and log-linear.

Linear. A simple specification of a consumption function in this system
postulates that the average household consumption in a given commodity group is a
linear function of average household expenditure and average household size.
Linear consumption functions of this sort can be written for the various commodity
groups as follows:

where:

AHC(g,t') a(g) + b(g) . AHE(t') + c(g) . AHS(t');

g-l, ... ,G,

(1)

g=l, ... ,G are commodity groups,
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Box 16

Computational steps to project household consUiption
and savings at the nationalal level using the

demand syste1l with exogenous savings

The steps used to project household consUiption and savings at the national level over a
five-year projection interval with the demand systel with exogenous savings are as follows:

(1) COlpute for the end of the projection interval per household total household expenditure
as a product of per household disposable household incole and the cOlplelent of the
average household savings ratio for that date.

(2) Derive projected levels of average household consUiption by couodity group at the end of
the interval by evaluating elpirically estilated household conSUlption functions using the
projected average household expenditure and the average household size for that date.

(3) If the consuaptlon functions employed are linear, use the projected levels of average
household consumption as obtained in step 2.

(4) If the consUiption functions are non-linear or log-linear, calculate an adjustaent factor
as a ratio of the average household expenditure to the SUi of the levels of average
household consUiption obtained in step 2. Apply this factor to those levels in order
to derive adjusted levels of average household consUiption by couodity group for the
date in question.

(5) Derive the level of average household savings as the difference between the average
disposable household Incoae and the average household expenditure obtained in step 1.

(6) calculate levels of household consumption by cODodity group and the level of household
savings as products of the levels of per household consUlPtion (obtained in step 2 or
step 4) and the level of average household savings, on the one hand, and the nuber of
households, on the other, for the date.

(7) calculate various household consumption and savings aggregates, such as total household
consUiption and the increase in total household consUiption.

(8) Derive indicators of the spending pattern of households, such as proportions of total
household disposable income spent on various goods and services.

(9) Obtain rates of growth of household consUiption and savings, such as the rate of growth
of total household consUiption.
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Figure XI. Steps to project household consumption
and savings using the demand system
with exogenous savings
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G is the number of commodity groups,

t' is the calendar year,

AHC(g,t') is the average household consumption of goods and services
in commodity group g in year t',

AHE(t') is the average household expenditure in year t',

AHS(t') is the average household size in year t',

a(g) is the intercept coefficient for commodity group g,

b(g) is the partial coefficient of average household expenditure
for commodity group g, and

c(g) is the partial coefficient (see box 13) of average
household size for commodity group g.

The partial coefficients of average household expenditure in the functions
shown in equation (1), the b(g)'s, are marsinal propensities to consume out of
average household expenditure.

Multiplicative. A consumption function having per household total
expenditure and average household size as explanatory variables can also take a
multiplicative form. This specification postulates that average household
consumption by commodity group is a non-linear function of the average household
expenditure and the average household size of the following type:

where:

AHC(g,t') a(g) . AHE(t')b(q, . AHS(t')C(q,;

g=l, ... ,G,

(2)

a(g) is the slope coefficient for commodity group g,

b(g) is the exponent of average household expenditure for
commodity group g, and

c(g) is the exponent of average household size for commodity
group g.

Los-linear. The non-linear functions indicated in equation (2) can be
transformed into log-linear consumption functions by taking logarithms of their
left-hand and right-hand sides as follows:

1nAHC(g,t') = 1na(g) + b(g) . lnAHE(t') + c(g) . 1nAHS(t');

g=l, ... ,G,

(3)
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where:

1n is the natural logarithm.

The exponents in equation (2), b(g)'s and c(g)'s, become the partial
coefficients of the functions indicated in equation (3). Moreover, the partial
coefficients of average household expenditure in these functions have a different
meaning from the partial coefficients of the same variable in the functions shown ,
in equation (1). They stand for elasticities of levels of average household
consumption by commodity group with respect to the average household expenditure.
That is, they express the percentage changes in levels of average household
consumption for different commodity groups for a given percentage change in average
household total expenditure.

The non-linear or log-linear functions embody assumptions which differ from
those of the linear functions. Thus, in the non-linear or log-linear functions,
marginal propensities to consume vary with the levels of consumption and total
household expenditure, while the elasticities of consumption with respect to total
household expenditure remain fixed. These elasticities are equal to the partial
coefficients, b(g)'s. In the linear functions, marginal propensities to consume
are fixed (they are equal to b(g)'s), while the elasticities of consumption with
respect to total household expenditure vary with the levels of consumption and
total expenditure.

In spite of these differences, the multiplicative and log-linear functions
tend to yield consumption projections over the medium term that are similar to
those that can be obtained using the linear functions. Therefore, there is often
little reason to select one form over the other in making medium-term consumption
projections. Linear functions are, however, often preferred since they are easier
to estimate and to use in making projections.

(ii) Avera&e household conSumption and savin&s

To obtain levels of average household consumption by commodity group and the
level of household savings, it is initially necessary to calculate average
household expenditure.

a. Avera&e household expenditure

Average household expenditure can be derived for a given projection date as
a product of the average household disposable income and the complement of the
assumed per household average saVings ratio. Thus, for the end of the projection
interval (t to t+S), per household total expenditure is:

AHE(t+S) - ADHI(t+S) . [1 - ASVR(t+S)],

where:

(4)

t is the year of the projection period,



AHE(t+S)

ADHI(t+S)

ASVR(t+S)
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is the average household expenditure at the end of the
interval,

is the average disposable household income at the end
of the interval, and

is the average savings ratio at the end of the
interval.

b. Averaie household consumption by commodity irouP

Given average household expenditure, levels of average household consumption
by commodity group can be projected using estimates of linear, multiplicative or
log-linear consumption functions.

Linear. If estimates of linear consumption functions are used, average
household consumption by commodity group can be obtained for the end of the
projection interval (t to t+S) as follows:

AHC(g,t+S) - a*(g) + b*(g) . AHE(t+5) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S);

g=l, ... ,G,

where:

(5)

AHC(g,t+5)

AHE(t+S)

AHS(t+S)

a*(g)

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the average household consumption of goods and
services in commodity group g at the end of the
interval,

is the average household expenditure at the end of the
interval,

is the average household size at the end of the
interval,

is the estimate of the intercept coefficient for
commodity group g of the consumption function,

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household expenditure for commodity group g in the
consumption function, and

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household size for commodity group g in the consumption
function.

Through much of this chapter, per household total household expenditure will
be abbreviated as average household expenditure. Similarly, per household
disposable household income will be abbreviated as average household disposable.
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Mu1tiplicative. A1 ternative1y, average household consumption can be obtained'
for the end of the projection interval using estimates of multiplicative
consumption functions. For the reason given below, the use of those functions
would yield preliminary levels of average household consumption by commodity group
as follows:

AHC*(g,t+S)

where:

a*(g) . AHE(t+S)b*(9) . AHS(t+S)C*(9);

g = 1, ... ,G,

(6)

AHC*(g,t+S)

a*(g)

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the preliminary level of average household
consumption of goods and services in commodity group g
at the end of the interval,

is the estimate of the slope coefficient for commodity
group g in the consumption function,

is the estimate of the exponent of average household
expenditure for commodity group g in the consumption
function, and

is the estimate of the exponent of average household
size for commodity group g in the consumption function.

Lo&-linear. Estimates of the coefficients of log-linear consumption
functions could be used to project the logarithms of the preliminary levels of per
household consumption by commodity group as follows:

1nAHC*(g,t+S) [lna(g) l* + b*(g) . AHE(t+5) + c*(g) . AHS(t+5); ( (7)

where:

g 1, ... ,G,

[lna(g) l* is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept
coefficient for commodity group g in the log-linear
consumption function.

Once the logarithms of the preliminary levels of average household
consumption are obtained as indicated in equation (7), the preliminary levels
themselves can be obtained by calculating antilogarithms of the results:

AHC*(g,t+S)

where:

antiln

antiln[ lnAHC*(g,t+S) l;

g=l, ... ,G,

is the antilogarithm of the natural logarithm.

(8)
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c. Adjusted levels of average household consumption
by commodity group

Levels of average household consumption by commodity group obtained as shown
by equation (5) can be used directly in further calculations. On the other hand,
levels of average household consumption by commodity group derived as indicated by
equation (6) or by equations (7) and (8) must be treated as preliminary levels
owing to the fact that they will not, as a rule, add up to the average household
expenditure. To obtain the actual levels of average household consumption, the
preliminary levels must be adjusted. In particular, this adjustment may involve
a uniform, proportionate increase or decrease in the preliminary levels.

To perform such an adjustment, it would be necessary to calculate an
appropriate adjustment factor and then apply it to each preliminary value of
average household consumption by commodity group. For the end of the projection
interval (t to t+S) , the adjustment factor can be obtained as follows:

G
AF(t+S) = AHE(t+S) / [ ~ AHC*(g,t+S) ],

g=l

where:

(9)

AF(t+S) is the adjustment factor applying to the preliminary levels of
average household consumption by commodity group at the end of
the interval.

After calculating the requisite adjustment factor, the adjusted levels of
average household consumption by commodity group at the end of the projection
interval can be obtained by multiplying the preliminary value by the adjustment
factor:

AHC(g,t+S) - AHC*(g,t+S) . AF(t+S);

g=l, ... ,G.

d. Average household sayings

(10)

Given the average household expenditure, derived as indicated in equation
(4), the level of average household savings can be obtained as the difference
between the average disposable household income and the average household
expenditure. Thus, for the end of the projection interval (t to t+S):

AHSV(t+S) = ADHI(t+S) - AHE(t+S),

where:

(11)

AHSV(t+S) is the average household savings at the end of the
interval.
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HQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn and sayinss

Given the prQjected average hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn by cQmmQdity grQup and the
prQjected average hQusehQ1d savings, prQjected aggregate hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn Qf
a cQmmQdity grQup by all hQusehQ1ds and aggregate hQusehQ1d savings can be Qbtained
as prQducts Qf the levels Qf average hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and savings and the
number Qf hQusehQlds.

In particular, levels Qf hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn by cQmmQdity grQup at the end
Qf the prQjectiQn interval (t tQ t+S) can be Qbtained as fQllQws:

HC(g,t+S) - AHC(g,t+S) . NH(t+S);

g - 1, ... ,G,

(12)

where:
HC(g,t+S) is the hQuseho1d cQnsumption of goods and services in

commodity group g at the end Qf the interval, and

NH(t+S) is the number of households at the end Qf the interval.

Household savings at the end of the prQjection interval can be Qbtained in
an ana1Qgous way:

HSV(t+S) = AHSV(t+S) . NH(t+S), (13)

where:
HSV(t+S)

(iv) Other results

is hQusehold savings at the end Qf the interval.

Once the levels Qf hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and hQusehQld savings are projected
fQr the end Qf a given interval, several derived indicatQrs can be calculated.
These indicatQrs include hQusehQldcQnsumptiQn and savings aggregates, indicatQrs
of the spending pattern of hQuseholds and rates Qf change of hQuseho1d cQnsumption
and savings.

a. HQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and sayinss aaareaates

A key aggregate that one can calculate frQm the pro ject.ed levels of househokd
cQnsumptiQn by cQmmQdity grQup is the level Qf tQtal hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn. It is
alsQ possible tQ obtain the levels of hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn by broad cQmmQdity
groups , such as food and ctcrhtng , Once the tQta1 and broad-cQmmQdity-grQup levels
of househol.d consuaptLon are obrafned f'or different dates five years apart,
increases in tQtal hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and in hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn fQr brQad
groups over the intervening projection intervals can be calculated. In addition,
one can calculate increases in household savings for thQse prQjectiQn intervals.
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i. Total household consumption

Total household consumption can be obtained by aggregating the levels of
household consumption classified by commodity group. For the end of the projection
interval (t to t+S), this total can be obtained as follows:

G
HC(t+S) - ~ HC(g,t+S),

g-l

where:

(14)

HC(t+S) is the total household consumption at the end of the interval.

ii. Household conSumption by broad COmmodity &roups

If the projection of household consumption and savings involves several
different commodity groups, projected household consumption levels by those groups
can be aggregated into levels of consumption for a relatively small number of
broader groups. The rules of aggregation used in deriving household consumption
levels by broad groups may vary from one application to another depending on the
primary commodity group used in the projection. Therefore, in this description of
the method, this aggregation will be considered in general terms. It will be
illustrated as part of the projection examples in section D using arbitrarily
selected commodity groups.

In partiCUlar, the levels of household consumption for broad commodity groups
at the end of the given projection interval (t to t+S) can be obtained as follows:

HC(h,t+S) - A [ HC(g,t+S) ];

h - 1, ... ,H,

where:

(15)

h - 1, ... ,H

H

HC(h,t+S)

A

are broad commodity groups,

is the number of broad commodity groups,

is the household consumption of goods and services in
broad commodity group h at the end of the interval, and

is an aggregation procedure indicating the way
household consumption levels by commodity groups are
aggregated to obtain household consumption levels by
broad commodity groups.

iii. Growth in total household consumption

The growth in total household consumption over the projection interval equals
the difference between the levels of total household consumption at the end and at
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the beginning of the interval:

HCGR = HC(t+5) - HC(t),

where:

(16)

HCGR is the growth of household consumption during the
interval.

iv. Growth of household consumption by broad cOmmodity
zroups

The increase in household consumption in various broad commodity groups over
the projection interval is obtained as follows:

HCGR(h) = HC(h,t+5) - HC(h,t),

where:

(17)

HCGR(h) is the growth of household consumption in broad
commodity group h over the interval.

v. Growth in household savinis

The growth in household savings over the projection interval equals the
difference between household savings at the end and at the beginning of the
interval:

HSVGR

where:

HSV(t+5) - HSV(t), (18)

HSVGR is the growth of household savings during the interval.

b. Indicators of the spendini pattern of households

Once the household consumption and savings aggregates are obtained, it is
possible to derive proportions of disposable household income that are spent on
goods and services in various broad commodity groups or are saved.

i. Disposable household income

To calculate proportions of disposable income spent on goods and services or
saved, it is initially necessary to obtain disposable household income as the
product of average disposable household income and the number of households. For
the end of the projection interval, this can be obtained as follows:

DHI(t+5) = ADHI(t+S) . NH(t+S),

where:

(19)

DHI(t+S) is the disposable household income at the end of the
interval.
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ii. Proportions of disposable household income spent on goods and
services by broad cOmmodity groups

The proportions of disposable household income spent on goods and services
in different broad commodity groups can be obtained by dividing the levels of
household consumption in broad groups by the level of disposable household income.
For the end of the projection interval, these proportions can be obtained as
follows:

PRHC(h,t+S)

where:

HC(h,t+S) / DHI(t+S);

h=l, ... ,H,

(20)

PRHC(h,t+S) is the proportion of household disposable income spent
on consumption of goods and services in broad commodity
group h at the end of the interval.

iii. Proportion of disposable household income saved

The proportion of disposable household income that is saved can be obtained
as the level of household savings divided by the level of disposable household
income. For the end of the projection interval, this proportion is obtained as
follows:

PRHSV(t+S) = HSV(t+S) / DHI(t+S),

where:

(21)

PRHSV(t+S) is the proportion of disposable household income saved
at the end of the interva1. 11

c. Rates of irowth of household consumption and savings

As part of household consumption and savings projection, it is also possible
to compute the average annual rates of growth of household consumption -- total and
by broad commodity groups. It is also possible to compute average annual rates of
growth of household savings.

i. The rate of growth of household consumption

The average annual rate of growth of household consumption for a given
projection interval can be computed from household consumption at the beginning and
at the end of the interval. If it is assumed that growth in household consumption
occurs over discrete intervals, then the percentage growth rate can be obtained
using the formula for calculating a geometric growth rate:

GGRHC - [ ( HC(t+S) / HC(t) )1/5 - 1 ] . 100, (22)
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where:
GGRHC is the average annual geometric growth rate of

household consumption for the interval.

Alternatively, if it is assumed that growth is continuous, then the
percentage growth rate of household consumption can be calculated using the formula
for calculating an exponential growth rate:

EGRHC = [ 1n ( HC(t+5)/HC(t) ) / 5 ] . 100,

where:

(23)

EGRHC is the average annual exponential growth rate of
household consumption for the interval.

ii. Rates of &rowth of household consumption by broad commodity
&roups

If it is assumed that growth of household consumption is discrete, percentage
rates of increase of household consumption by broad commodity groups can be
obtained as follows:

GGRHC(h) = [ ( HC(h, t+5) / HC(h, t) )1/5 - 1 ] . 100;

h = 1, ... ,H,

where:

(24)

GGRHC(h) is the average annual geometric growth rate of
household consumption in broad commodity group h for
the interval.

If the projections were based on the assumption of continuous growth, then
the percentage rates of growth of household consumption by broad groups would be
calculated using the formula for obtaining the exponential growth rate. The
calculations would be as follows:

EGRHC(h) = [ In ( HC(h,t+5)/HC(h,t) ) / 5 ] . 100;

h=l, ... ,H,

where:

(25)

EGRHC(h) is the average annual exponential growth rate of
household consumption in broad commodity group h for
the interval.

iii. The rate of &rowth of household sayinis

If it is assumed that growth in household savings occurs over discrete
intervals, the percentage growth rate can be. obtained using the formula for
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calculating a geometric growth rate:

GGRHSV = [ ( HSV(t+S) / HSV(t) )1/5 - 1 ] . 100,

where:

(26)

GGRHSV is the average annual geometric growth rate of household
savings for the interval.

Al ternative1y, if it is assumed that growth is continuous, then the
percentage rate of growth of household savings can be calculated as follows:

EGRHSV = [ 1n ( HSV(t+S)/HSV(t) ) / 5 ] . 100, (27)

where:

EGRHSV is the average annual exponential growth rate of household
savings for the interval.

(b) Procedure based on the demand system with endoienous sayinis

The previous section dealt with a demand system in which savings were
exogenous. This section describes a demand system in which savings are endogenous.
The description of this procedure will first introduce consumption and savings
functions, in which average disposable household income and average household size
are the explanatory variab1es. Y Then, it will discuss steps to obtain levels of
average household consumption by commodity group and the level of average household
savings. It will also outline the remaining steps needed to complete the
projection. A summary of those steps is presented in box 17.

(i) Consumption functions

Levels of average household consumption by commodity group can be expressed
as functions of average household disposable income and average household size. As
in the previously discussed demand system, consumption functions may be linear,
multiplicative or log-linear.

Linear. Linear specifications of consumption functions for the various
commodity groups can be written as follows:

AHC(g,t') a(g) + b(g) . ADHI(t') + c(g) . AHS(t');

g=l, ... ,G,

(28)
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Box 17

Computational steps to project household consUiption and
savings at the national level using the
deland system with endogenous savings

The steps used to project household consUiption and savings at the national level over a
five-year projection interval with the deland system with endogenous savings are as follows:

(1) Derive projected levels of per household consUiption and per household savings at the end
of the interval by evaluating elpirically estilated household consUiption and savings
functions using the projected average (per household) disposable household incole and the
average household size for that date.

(2) If the consumption and savings functions elployed are linear, use the projected levels in
further computations as obtained in step 1.

(3) If the functions are non-linear or log-linear, calculate an adjustlent factor as a ratio of
the average disposable household incole to the SUi of the levels of average household
consUJIption and average household savings. Then, apply this factor to the levels in
question in order to derive adjusted levels of average household consUiption and average
household savings for the date in question.

(4) Calculate levels of household consUiption by couodity group and the level of household
savings as products of levels of average household consUiption and average household
savings obtained in step 1 or step 3 and the nUiber of households for the date.

(5) Calculate various household consUiption and savings aggregates, such as total household
consulption and the increase in total household consUiption.

(6) Derive indicators of the spending pattern of bouseholds, such as proportions of total
disposable household incole spent on various goods and services.

(7) Obtain rates of growth of household consUiption and savings, such as the rate of growth
of total household consUiption.

where:

ADHI(t')

a(g)

b(g)

c(g)

is the average disposable household income in year t' ,

is the intercept coefficient for commodity group g,

is the partial coefficient of average disposable
household income for commodity group g, and

is the partial coefficient of the average household
size for commodity group g.
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Figure XII. steps to project household consumption and
savings at the national level using the
demand system with endogenous savings
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The partial coefficients of the average disposable household income equation
(28), b(g)' s, are marginal propensities to consume out of average disposable
household income.

Multiplicative. Consumption functions with average disposable household
income and average household size as explanatory variables that have a
multiplicative form are as follows:

AHC(g,t') - a(g) . ADHI(t,)b(9) . AHS(t')C(9); (29)

where:

a(g)

beg)

c(g)

g=l, ... ,G,

is the slope coefficient of the non-linear consumption
function for commodity group g,

is the exponent of the average disposable household
income for commodity group g, and

is the exponent of the average household size for
commodity group g.

Lo~-linear. The multiplicative functions shown in equation (29) can be
transformed into log-linear consumption functions as follows:

lnAHC(g,t') = lna(g) + beg) . lnADHI(t') + c(g) . lnAHS(t');

g=l, ... ,G.

(30)

The exponents in the functions shown in equation (29), b(g)'s and c(g)'s,
become the partial coefficients of the functions indicated in equation (30). In
addition, the partial coefficients of the disposable income variables in those
functions have a different meaning from the partial coefficients of this variable
in the functions shown in equation (28). They are elasticities of levels of
average household consumption with respect to average disposable household income.
In other words, they express the percentage changes in levels of average household
consumption for the various commodity groups for the given percentage change in
average disposable household income.

The multiplicative or log-linear consumption functions of this demand system
embody assumptions that differ from those of the linear functions. Thus, in the
multiplicative or log-linear functions, marginal propensities to consume vary with
the levels of consumption and disposable household income, while the elasticities
of consumption with respect to disposable household income remain fixed. These
elasticities are equal to the partial coefficients, b(g)' s . In the linear
functions, marginal propensities to consume are fixed (they are equal to b(g)'s).
while the elasticities of consumption with respect to disposable household income
vary with the levels of consumption and income.
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(ii) Savin&s functions

Like consumption functions, savings functions may be linear, multiplicative
or log-linear.

Linear. A linear specification of the savings function assumes that the
level of average household savings is a linear function of average disposable
household income and average household size:

AHSV(t')

where:

a + b . ADHI ( t ') + c . AHS ( t ' ) , (31)

AHSV(t')

a

b

c

is the level of average household savings in year t' ,

is the intercept coefficient of the savings function,

is the partial coefficient of average disposable
household income in the savings function, and

is the partial coefficient of household size in the
savings function.

The partial coefficient of average disposable household income in equation
(31), b, is the marginal propensity to save out of average household disposable
income.

Mu1tiplicatiye. A multiplicative counterpart of the linear savings functions
shown in equation (31) is the following:

AHSV(t') = a • ADHI(t')b • AHS(t')C,

where:

(32)

a is the slope coefficient of the savings function in the demand
system with endogenous savings,

b is the exponent of average disposable household income in the
savings function in the demand system with endogenous savings,
and

c is the exponent of household size in the savings function in
the demand system with endogenous savings.

LOi-linear. The multiplicative function shown in equation (32) can be
transformed into a log-linear savings function by taking logarithms of its
left-hand and right-hand sides:

lnAHSV(t') = Ina + b . lnADHI(t') + c . 1nAHS(t'), (33)

The exponents in equation (32), band c, become the partial coefficients of
the function indicated in equation (33). Moreover, the partial coefficient of
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average disposable household income has a different meaning here from that of the
partial coefficient of the same variable in the function shown in equation (31).
It stands for the elasticity of the levels of average household savings with
respect to average disposable household income. That is, it expresses the
percentage change in the level of average household savings for the given
percentage change in average disposable household income.

As in the case of the consumption functions, the multiplicative or log-linear
savings functions embody assumptions that are different from those of the linear
savings function. Thus, in the multiplicative or log-linear functions, the
marginal propensity to save varies with the levels of savings and disposable
income, while the elasticity of savings with respect to average disposable
household income remains fixed. This elasticity is equal to the partial
coefficient of average disposable household income, b. In the linear function, the
marginal propensity to save is fixed (it is equal to b), while the elasticity of
savings with respect to average disposable household income varies with the levels
of savings and income.

(iii) Ayeraie household consumption and sayinis

To project levels of average household consumption by commodity groups and
average household savings with the demand system with endogenous savings, it is
necessary to evaluate consumption and savings functions of this system.

a. Levels of per household consumption by COmmodity irou~

Linear. Levels of per household consumption by commodity group can be
obtained for the end of the projection interval by evaluating estimates of linear
consumption functions as follows:

AHC(g,t+S) - a*(g) + b*(g) ADHI(t+S) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S);

g=l, ... ,G,

where:

(34)

a*(g)

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the estimate of the intercept coefficient for
commodity group g,

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
disposable household income for commodity group g, and

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of household
size for commodity group g.

Multiplicatiye. Levels of per household consumption by commodity group can
also be obtained for the end of the projection interval using multiplicative
consumption functions. In particular, the use of these functions would yield
preliminary levels of average household consumption as follows:
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AHC*(g,t+S) ... a*(g) . ADHI(t+5)b*(91 . AHS(t+S)Ce(9);

g ... 1, ... ,G,

where:

(35)

a*(g)

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the estimate of the slope coefficient for commodity
group g,

is the estimate of the exponent of average disposable
household income for commodity group g, and

is the estimate of the exponent of household size for
commodity group g.

LOi-linear. Alternatively, estimates of log-linear consumption functions
could be used to project the logarithms of the preliminary levels of average
household consumption by commodity group as follows:

lnAHC*(g, t+S) - [lna(g) l* + b*(g) . ADHI(t+S) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S); (36)

g - 1, ... ,G,

where:

[lna(g) l* is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept
coefficient for commodity group g.

Once the logarithms of preliminary levels of average household consumption
are obtained as indicated in equation (36), the preliminary levels themselves can
be obtained by calculating antilogarithms of the results:

AHC*(g,t+S) - antiln[ lnAHC*(g,t+S) l;

g - 1, ... ,G.

b. Ayeraie household sayinis

(37)

Like consumption functions, savings functions can take many forms, including
linear, multiplicative and log-linear.

Linear. The level of average household savings can be obtained for the end
of the projection interval by evaluating the estimated linear savings function as
follows:

AHSV(t+S) - a* + b* . ADHI(t+S)+ c* . AHS(t+S),

where:

(38)

a* is the estimate of the intercept coefficient,
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is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
disposable household income variable, and

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household size.

Multiplicatiye. A preliminary level of average household savings can also
be obtained for the end of the projection interval using a multiplicative savings
function as follows:

AHSV*(t+S) = a* . ADHI(t+S)b* . AHS(t+S)c*,

where:

(39)

where:

AHSV*(t+S)

a*

b*

c*

is the preliminary level of average household savings
at the end of the interval,

is the estimate of the slope coefficient of the savings
function in the demand system with endogenous savings,

is the estimate of the exponent of average disposable
household income in the savings function in the demand
system with endogenous savings, and

is the estimate of the exponent of average household
size in the savings function in the demand system with
endogenous savings.

Lo~-linear. Alternatively, the logarithm of the preliminary level of average
household savings for the end of the given projection interval can be obtained
using an estimate of a log-linear savings function as follows:

1nAHSV*(t+S)

where:

[lna]* + b* . ADHI(t+S) + c* . AHS(t+S), (40)

[lna]* is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept
coefficient.

Once the logarithm of the preliminary level of average household savings is
obtained as indicated in equation (40), the preliminary level itself can be
obtained by calculating the antilogarithm of the result:

AHSV*(t+S) - anti1n[ 1nAHSV*(t+S) ];

c. Levels of ayeraie household consumption by cOmmodity
group ayerage and household sayings

(41)

Levels of average household consumption and savings obtained as indicated by
equations (34) and (38), respectively, can be used directly in further
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calculations. However, levels of average household consumption and savings
obtained as shown in equations (35) and (39) or in equations (36) and (37), plus
(40) and (41), must be treated as preliminary owing to the fact that those levels
will not, as a rule, add up to the average disposable household income used to
project them. To obtain the levels of household consumption and savings
themselves, the preliminary levels need to be adjusted. The adjustment may involve
a uniform, proportionate increase or decrease in the preliminary levels.

To perform such an adjustment, it is necessary to calculate an appropriate
adjustment factor and apply it to each preliminary level of average household
consumption and savings. For the end of the projection interval, the adjustment
factor can be obtained as follows:

AF(t+5)

where:

G
ADHI(t+5) / [ ~ AHC*(g,t+5) + AHSV*(t+5) l,

g=l
(42)

AF(t+5) is the adjustment factor applying to the preliminary
levels of average household consumption by commodity
group or average household savings at the end of the
interval.

After the adjustment factor has been computed, levels of average household
consumption and savings at the end of the projection interval can be obtained as
follows:

and

AHC(g,t+5)

AHSV(t+5)

AHC*(g,t+5) . AF(t+5);

g = 1, ... ,G,

AHSV*(t+5) . AF(t+5);

3. Urban-rural leyel

(43)

(44)

The previous section dealt with projections at the national level; this
section will deal with projections for urban and rural areas. It will first
discuss briefly the procedure for projecting household consumption and savings
using a demand system with exogenous savings. Then, it will outline the procedure
to prepare those projections employing a demand system with endogenous savings.

(a) Procedure based on the demand system with exoieuous sayinis

The following procedure is based on a demand system that is an urban-rural
equivalent of the national-level demand system with exogenous savings. It consists
of steps to project levels of average household consumption by commodity group and
average household savings using, in part, consumption functions of this system.
It also includes steps for deriving other results.
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(i) CQnsumptiQn functiQns

This demand system consdats of linear consumpt.Ion f'unc t Lons , which are
urban-rural equivalents Qf the functiQns shQwn in equatiQn (1). Alternatively, it
may include multiplicative nQn-1inear functiQns Qr 1Qg-1inear functiQns, which are
cQunterparts Qf the functiQns indicated in equatiQn (2) Qr equatiQn (3),
respectively.

(ii) Levels Qf ayeraie hQusehold consumptiQn and savinis

The steps used by this prQcedure tQ prQject average hQusehQld cQnsumption by
cQmmQdity grQup and average hQusehQld savings are urban-rural equivalents Qf the
steps indicated in equations (4) thrQugh (11).

(iii) Levels Qf hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and savinis

Levels Qf hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and savings fQr urban and rural areas can be
derived frQm prQjected levels Qf average hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and savings fQr
rhoae areas by means of cal.cul.atdons which are urban-rural equivalents of the steps
shQwn in equatiQns (12) and (13).

(iv) Other results

The derived indicatQrs discussed in cQnnectiQnwith the natiQnal prQjectiQns
can alsQ be cQmputed as part Qf an urban-rural prQjectiQn. ThQse indicatQrs are,
hovever , calculated separately fQr urban and rural areas and f'or the entire
cQuntry, using steps analQgQus tQ thQse indicated by equatiQns (14) thrQugh (27).
In additiQn, indicatQrs Qf the distributiQn Qf tQtal hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and Qf
hQusehQld savings by residential lQcatiQn -- prQpQrtiQns urban and rural -- can be
calculated.

a. PrQpQrtions Qf national hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn
that are urban Qr rural

The prQpQrtiQn Qf natiQnal household cQnsumptiQn urban at the end Qf the
pro jectIon interval can be computed by dividing the level of t ot.a], househokd
cQnsumptiQn in urban areas (k-1) by the level Qf tQtal hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn fQr
the entire cQuntry:

HCURB(t+5) - HC(l,t+5) / HC(t+5), (45)

where:
k-l,2

HCURB(t+5)

HC(k,t+5)

are urban and rural lQcatiQns,

is the proporutcn of natiQnal househo'Ld consuaptLon
that is urban at the end Qf the interval, and

is the level of total household consumption in location
k at the end Qf the interval.

The prQpQrtiQn Qf natiQnal hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn that is rural can be fQund
as a cQmplement Qf the prQpQrtiQn urban:
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(46)

HCRUR(t+S) is the proportion of national household consumption
that is rural at the end of the interval.

b. Proportions of national household savin&s
that are urban or rural

The proportion of household savings urban at the end of the projection
interval can be computed by dividing the level of household savings in urban areas
(k-l) by the level of household savings for the entire country:

HSVURB(t+S) = HSV(l,t+S) / HSV(t+S),

where:

(47)

HSVURB(t+S)

HSV(k,t+S)

is the proportion of national household savings that is
urban at the end of the interval, and

is the level of household savings in location k at the
end of the interval.

The proportion of national household savings that is rural can be found as
a complement of the relevant proportion urban:

HSVRUR(t+S) - 1 - HSVURB(t+S),

where:

(48)

HSVRUR( t+S) is the proportion of national household savings that is
rural at the end of the interval.

(b) Procedures based on the demand system with endo&enous sayin&s

Pro jections of consumption and savings can be made using a demand system that
is an urban-rural counterpart of the national-level demand system with endogenous
savings. The procedure consists of steps to project levels of average household
consumption by commodity group and average household savings using consumption and
savings functions of this system. It also includes steps to project other results.

(i) Consumption and sayin&s function

This system includes linear consumption and savings functions, which are
urban-rural equivalents of the functions shown in equations (28) and (31),
respectively. Alternatively, it may include multiplicative consumption and savings
functions or log-linear consumption and savings functions, which are counterparts
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of the functions indicated in equations and (32) or those shown in equations (30)
and (33), respectively.

(ii) Leyels of ayera&e household consumption and sayin&s

The steps employed to obtain levels of average household consumption and
savings are urban-rural counterparts of the steps shown in equations (34) through
(44) .

(iii) Household consumption and sayin&s and other results

To project levels of household consumption by commodity group and to project
household savings, as well as other results, this procedure uses steps that are
identical to those used to make urban-rural projections with the demand system with
exogenous savings.

c. The inputs

This section initially lists the inputs required by the method and then
describes how they can be prepared.

1. Types of inputs required

The following inputs are required to project household consumption and
savings using a particular demand system:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

by commodity

Projected average disposable household income;
Projected average household size;
Projected number of households;
Estimates of the coefficients of household consumption

group that are part of the demand system used.
functions

In addition, if the procedure being used is based on the demand system with
exogenous savings, the inputs must also include:

(e) Assumptions on the average savings ratio.
Alternatively, if the procedure is based on the demand system with endogenous
savings, the inputs should include:

(f) Estimates of the coefficients of the household savings functions.

Depending on whether one wishes to make a national projection or a projection
for urban and rural areas, the inputs will be for the entire country or for urban
and rural areas.

2. Preparation of the inputs

To apply the method, projections of average disposable household income are
required. These projections can be prepared by the method of income projections
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based on the social accounting matrix described in chapter IX of this module.
Also, projections of the number and average size of households are needed, they can
be made using the household projection method that was described in the first
module of this volume (chap. III). In addition, estimates of the coefficients of
consumption functions for each commodity group need to be prepared. If the
projection procedure is based on a demand system with exogenous savings,
assumptions on the average savings ratio are also required.

Initially, the preparation of assumptions on future levels of the average
savings ratio will be considered. This will be followed by a discussion relating
to the estimation of the coefficients of the consumption and savings functions.

(a) Assumptions on the ayeraie savin&s ratio

To prepare assumptions on future levels of the average household savings
ratio for the national or urban-rural projection, it would first be necessary to
select the level (or levels) of this savings ratio for the base year of the
projection. In selecting the level(s), it would be necessary as a rule to use
recent information on household income and savings. The data may not be available
in the data set used to estimate the consumption functions, since the demand system
with exogenous savings would be typically used in cases where the data do not
include reliable information on disposable household income and household savings.

For a national projection, the household income and savings data that are
needed to select the level of the average household savings ratio may come from the
national accounts (see box 18) or a social accounting matrix. The data required
to select levels of the savings ratio for the urban-rural projection would normally
come from a social accounting matrix, which includes household income and savings
disaggregated by urban~rural location. The national accounts would not typically
contain income and savings data subdivided by location.

Whichever data source is used, the average household savings ratio for the
entire country or a given area (urban or rural) for a recent year or period could
be obtained as a ratio of the level of household savings to that of disposable
household income for the entire country or the area in question. The savings ratio
for that period can then be used as a basis for deciding on the average savings
ratio for the base year of the projection. The observed savings ratio may be of
a limited value, however, for formulating assumptions on future values of this
ratio. Typically, those assumptions could be made by taking into account the
likely future changes in disposable household income and average household size,
as well as other factors that may have an effect on household savings behaviour.

In deciding on the average household savings ratio for dates five years
following the initial year of projection, it would be important to consider changes
in the projected level of average disposable household income between the initial
year and the year for which an assumption on the level of the savings ratio is to
be made. For example, if disposable income is pro jected to increase over time, the
assumptions on the future average household savings ratio must take that increase
into account. All other things being equal, the more rapid the projected increase
in disposable household income, the more likely it is that the average savings
ratio will increase over the projection period.
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Box 18

Glossary

Budget survey
Arandol salple survey of households conducted in order to collect infonation on
expenditures of households on various individual consUlption goods and services or groups
of those goods and services. SUch a survey lay also collect infonation on the size and
characterization of households.

Cluster of households
Agroup of households in a salple survey selected frol the sale couunity or geographical area.

coefficient of detenination. R2
The leasure of the goodness of fit of a regression equation, which denotes the proportion
of the variance in the dependent variable associated with independent variable(s) included
in the regression. The coefficient lay lie between 0 and 1; when it is close to 0, it
suggests a weak relationship, when it is close to 1, a strong one.

Incole and expenditure survey
Arandol salple survey of households carried out in order to gather data on household
incole and expenditures. Such a survey ey provide incole by services in addition to
the total incole of household, as well as infonation on household savings and on
expenditures on different consUler goods and services. The survey lay collect infonation
on household size and characterization.

IDCOIe elasticity of savings
The responsiveness of the alount of IOney saved to changes in the consUJer's incole, leasured
by the proportionate change in savings divided by the proportionate change in incole.

lational accounts
Asystel of accounts that provide for a systeetic and integrated recording of transaction
flows in an econolY. It brings into a coherent systel data ranging in degree of aggregation
frol consolidated accounts of the country to detailed input-output and flow-of-funds tables.
They include production and goods and services accounts along with outlay and capital finance
accounts for institutions, such as households and governent.

RandOl disturbance ten
The ten added to a regression equation which ensures equality between the left-hand and the
right-hand side of the equation for each observation. The disturbance or error ten ey
represent randol disturbances in an observation or it ey reflect errors of leasurelent.

(continUed)
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Box 18 (continued)

statistically significant
An estiute of a particular statistic, sucb as a partial regression coefficient, is said
to be statistically significant if the probability that it could have occurred by chance is
less than a specified percenta<je (often 5 per cent).

t-statistic
In regression analysis, a statistic calculated for each partial coefficient which Jakes it
possible for the analyst todeteraine whether or not the coefficient is statistically
significant.

Whether the increase in average disposable household income may lead to a rise
in the average savings ratio will in part depend on whether that increase is
associated with an increase in the average household size. Where the projected
increase in average disposable household income is greater than that in average
household size, disposable household income in per capita terms will increase,
which is likely to contribute to the increase in the average .household savings
ratio. This will be true if the income elasticity of sayinas is greater than
unity, as is often the case.

In developing countries, average household size often declines as per capita
incomes rise. The decline may be a consequence of a variety of influences,
including fertility reduction and a transition in the family structure from the
extended to the nuclear family. In view of this, the decline in household size is
typically accompanied by shifts in the composition of the household. Those shifts
often amount initially to a reduction in the number of children in the household,
which can later be followed by an increase in the proportion of elderly and a rise
in the average age of the household head.

Changes in the household composition may alter the household's propensity to
save. Thus, empirical studies indicate that the reduction in young-age dependency
(proportion of children) in the household may increase the household propensity to
save (Mason, 1988). Evidence relating to the impact of the increase in old-age
dependency (proportion of elderly) on household savings is less conclusive, but
suggests that among certain categories of households the increase in the proportion
of household members who are elderly tends to depress savings. Moreover, it has
been shown that in certain countries, there is a clear-cut inverse U-shaped
relationship between the age of the household head and the household's propensity
to save (Mason and others, 1987b), which is consistent with the so-called
life-cycle hypothesis of household savings. If shifts in the household composition
are considered likely, the assumptions on future trends in the household propensity
to save should take into account their likely impact on household savings.
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(b) Estimates Qf the functiQns Qf alternative demand systems

Whether or not; the demand system selected t o make prQjectiQns Lnvol.ves
exogenous savings, estimates of the functiQns may be prepared using standard
methQds of regreasfon analysis, such as ordf.nary least squares (OLS). The
estimates Qf the functions can be for the entire country Qr fQr urban and rural
areas. The estimatiQn CQuld use time series infQrmatiQn Qr crQSS sectiQn data.
In the majority Qf applicatiQns in developing cQuntri:s, hQwever, o~ly
crQss-sectional data WQuld be available and, therefQre, Qnly this type of data will
be cQnsidered belQw.

(i) CrQss-sectiQnal data

Cross-sectiQnal data that CQuld be used to estimate the cQnsumption functions
Qf the demand system with eXQgenQus savings WQuld typically CQme from a hQusehold
bud&et survey that includes infQrmation Qn expenditures for various goods and
services, quantities of varLous produces consumed f rom own p'roduc t Lon and estimates
of t ot.af househckd expenditure. The survey data should also include, at the
minimum, infQrmatiQn Qn hQusehold size. This type of data would make it pQssible
ro derive observat.Lons on the value of househol.d consumpt.Lon fo'r the various groups
Qf cQmmQdities, Qn the tQtal hQusehQld expenditure and Qnthe average hQusehold
size, which WQuld suffice tQ estimate cQnsumption functions Qf this demand system.

TQ estimate consurapt.Lon and savings f'unc t Lons of the demand system with
endQgenQus savings, the requisite data shQuld CQme frQm a household incQme and
expenditure survey, which, in adddt Lon t o LnformatLon co'lLec t ed in a typical
househo'l.d budget survey, WQuld include data on househoLd savings and income.
InfQrmation cQllected in such a survey WQuld prQvide observatiQns on the value of
hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn Qf the various cQmmQdity grQups and household savings, as
well as Qn dispQsable hQusehQld incQme and hQusehQld size, which WQuld be required
tQ estimate functiQns Qf this demand system. BQX 19 discusses in greater detail
the data needed in estimating the tWQ demand systems and outl Lnes their preparation
fQr analysis.

If the savings infQrmatiQn cQ11ected in the hQusehQ1d incQme and expenditures
survey is inadequate Qr unreliable, the incQme data may alsQ be untrustwQrthy. In
such sd tuat.Lons it WQuld not; be warranted t.o estimate the demand system with
endQgenQus savings. In thQse instances it WQu1d be better tQ use the incQme and
expenditure survey data tc estimate the system with exogenous savings, 1. e. ,
cQnsumptiQn functiQns with tQtal hQusehold expenditure and average househQld size
as explanatQry variables .

. (ii) PrQcedures tQ estimate a1ternatiye demand systems

This sect.Lon will first describe procedures t.o estimate coefficients of
alternative demand systems at the natiQna1 level and then describe procedures fQr
estimating demand systems at the urban-rural level. An app'l.Lcat.Lcn of the
prQcedures tQ estimate demand systems will be presented in a later section. The
applicatiQn will use crQss-sectiQnal data fQr clusters of hQusehQ1ds which were
derived frQm a hQusehQld sample survey. The prQcedure can also be applied to
CrQss-sectiQnal data fQr individual hQusehQ1ds collected in a survey.
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Whichever demand system is to be estimated and irrespective of whether it would
be estimated at the national or the urban-rural level, it would not be possible to
determine a priori which specification might be more suitable. The user of the
method would therefore normally need to estimate functions of different
specifications, linear and non-linear, compare the results and select for use those
specifications that appear most robust in terms of goodness of fit, statistical
siinificance of coefficients and so on.

The demand systems that can be used with the method to make urban-rural
projections of household consumption and savings are urban-rural counterparts of
the national-level demand systems. In view of this, procedures to estimate the
former systems are urban-rural equivalents of the procedures for estimating the
national-level demand systems.

a. Demand system with exoienous savinis

Procedures to estimate consumption functions of the demand system with
exogenous savings will be described in this section. They will involve linear,
multiplicative and log-linear specifications.

Box 19

Requisite survey data and their preparation
for analysis

To estilate consUiption functions of the per-household deland systel with exogenous savings
,frOI a budget survey, the survey data lust lake it possible for the user to derive observations on
the value of household consUlption for selected cODodity groups along with those on total household
expenditure and household size. The observations can be for the individual households included in
the satple. Alternatively, they can be averages for well-defined clusters of households, exaaples
of which are groups of households salpled frol individual urban blocks or rural villages.

To estilate consUiption and savings functions of the per-household deland systel with
endogenous savings frol an incole and expenditure survey, the infomtion should enable the analyst
to obtain observations on the value of household consUiption for chosen couodity groups and the
value of household savings. It should also lake it possible for one to derive observations on
disposable household incole and household size. The observations can be valUes of those variables
for individual households or averages for clusters of households.

Where the observations are not readily available, the user of the lethod will need to prepare
thel. Whether they are to be dedved using a budget surveyor an incole and expenditure survey,
their preparation lay involve estilation of the value of own consUlption, which is the consUiption
of goods and services produced by the household for own production.
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Linear. To estimate the coefficients of linear consumption functions itdiS
necessary to rewrite the functions shown in equation (1) and to add a ran om
disturbance term to each to obtain the following:

AHC(g,j) - a(g) + b(g) . AHE(j) + c(g) . AHS(j) + u(g,j);

g - 1, ... ,G,

where:

(49)

j

AHC(g,j)

AHE(j)

AHSU)

u(g,j)

is the cluster of households,

is the average household consumption of goods and
services in commodity group g in cluster j,

is the average household expenditure in cluster j,

is the average household size in cluster j, and

is the random disturbance term for commodity group g in
cluster j.

In view of the fact that the illustrative estimation of the various functions
will be based on observations for the clusters of households, the household cluster
is used here in place of the calendar year.

The functions shown in equation (49) can be estimated using various regression
techniques, such as ordinary least squares, using cross-sectional information on
average household consumption by commodity group, average household expenditure and
average household size.

Multiplicatiye. If estimates of the coefficients of multiplicative consumption
functions are wanted, the following approach can be used. First, it would be
necessary to take the logarithms of the left-hand and right-hand sides of the
functions shown in equation (2) and add a disturbance term to each in order to
obtain:

lnAHC(g,j) - lna(g) + b(g) . lnAHE(j) + c(g) . lnAHS(j) + u(g,j);

g - 1, ... ,G.

(50)

The resultant log-linear functions could then be estimated using a regression
technique such as OLS.

The result would be estimates of the logarithms of the intercept coefficients
of the multiplicative consumption functions, [lna(g)]*'s, and estimates of the
partial coefficients, b*(g)'s and c*(g)'s. The estimates of the partial
coefficients can be used as obtained by OLS, while those of the logarithms of the
intercept coefficients would need to be transformed into estimates of the intercept
coefficients of the original equations. This can be done by taking antilogarithms
of the estimates of the logarithms of intercept coefficients:



a*(g) anti1n [lna(g)]*;

g = 1, ... ,G.
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(51)

LOf;-linear. To estimate the log-linear consumption functions, it would be
initially necessary to rewrite the multiplicative functions indicated in equation
(2), shown in equation (3) and to add random disturbance terms to them in order to
obtain the functions indicated in equation (50). Those functions could be
estimated by a regression technique such as OLS. The estimates of the logarithms
of the intercept coefficients and of partial coefficients can be used directly from
this estimation.

b. Demand system with endof;enous savin&s

In the demand system with endogenous savings it is necessary to estimate
consumption functions by commodity group and to estimate a savings function.
First, procedures to estimate consumption functions will be described. Then,
procedures to estimate the savings function will be considered.

i. Consumption functions

In this demand system, consumption functions may, inter alia, be linear,
multiplicative or log-linear.

Linear. To derive estimates of linear consumption functions, it would be
necessary to rewrite the functions shown in equation (28) and to add random
disturbance terms to obtain:

AHC(g,j) = a(g) + b(g) . ADHI(j) + c(g) . AHS(j) + u(g,j);

g = 1, ... ,G,

where:

(52)

ADHI(j) is the average disposable household income in household
cluster j.

The functions shown in equation (52) could be estimated using a regression
technique, such as OLS, using cross-sectional information on average household
consumption by commodity group, average disposable household income and average
household size.

Multiplicatiye. To estimate coefficients of consumption functions having a
multiplicative form, it would be necessary to rewrite the functions of equation ,
to take logarithms of the left-hand and right-hand sides and to add a disturbance
term to each:

lnAHC(g,j) = lna(g) + b(g) . lnADHI(j) + c(g) . lnAHS(j) + u(g,j);

g = 1, ... ,G.

(53)
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The resultant log-linear functions could then be estimated using a regression
technique such as OLS.

The result would be estimates of the logarithms of the intercept coefficients
of the non-linear consumption functions, [lna(g)l*'s, and estimates of the partial
coefficients, b*(g)' sand c*(g)' s. While estimates of the partial coefficients can
be used as obtained by OLS, those of the logarithms of the intercept coefficients
must be transformed into estimates of the intercept coefficients. This can be done
by taking antilogarithms of the estimates of the logarithms of intercept
coefficients:

a*(g) = antiln [lna(g)l*;Y

g = 1, ... ,G.

(54)

Lo&-linear. To estimate the log-linear consumption functions, it would first
be necessary to suitably rewrite the multiplicative form functions shown in
equation and to add random disturbance terms in order to obtain the functions
indicated in equation (54). Those functions could then be estimated by a
regression technique such as OLS. Estimates of the logarithms of the intercept
coefficients and of partial coefficients can be used directly from this estimation.

ii. Saviu&s function

Procedures to estimate the savings function of this demand system are analogous
to those for estimating consumption functions. As with consumption functions,
savings functions can be linear, multiplicative or log-linear.

Linear. To estimate the coefficients of a linear savings function it is
necessary to rewrite the function shown in equation (31) and to add a random
disturbance term:

AHSV(j) = a + b . ADHI(j) + c . AHS(j) + u(j), (55)

where:
AHSV( j)

u(j)

is the average household savings in household cluster j,
and

is the random disturbance term for household cluster j.

The function shown in equation (55)
cross-sectionalnformation on average household
household income and average household size.

can be
savings,

estimated using
average disposable

Multiplicative. To estimate coefficients of a mul tiplicative savings function,
it is necessary to transform the function shown in equation (32) into a log-linear
function:

lnAHSV( j) Ina + b . lnADHI(j) + c . lnAHS(j) + u(j); (56)
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The resultant log-linear functions could then be estimated using a regression
technique such as OLS.

The result would be an estimate of the logarithm of the intercept coefficient
of the non-linear savings function, [lna]*, and estimates of the partial
coefficients, b* and c*. While estimates of the partial coefficients can be used
as obtained by OLS, that of the logarithm of the intercept coefficient must be
transformed into an estimate of the intercept coefficient. This can be done by
taking the antilogarithm of the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept
coefficient:

a* = anti1n [lna]*; (57)

LOi-linear. To estimate a log-linear savings function, it is first necessary
to suitably rewrite the function shown in equation (32) and to add a random
disturbance term in order to obtain the function indicated in equation (56). That
function could then be estimated.

(iii) Illustrative estimation

This section will use two sets of cross-sectional data on clusters of urban and
rural households to illustrate procedures for estimating alternative demand
systems, initially at the national level and then at the urban-rural level. The
data sets have been obtained from information required to estimate those demand
systems that came from a household income and expenditure survey. Those data sets
consist of observations on the relevant variables for a total of 363 clusters,
which included 227 urban clusters and 136 rural clusters. Observations for the
first 10 clusters in the two data sets are respectively shown in tables 34 and 35.
Observations in the first data set are those on the means of per-household
consumption levels by commodity group, total per-household expenditure and
household size. Observations in the second set include the means of per-household
consumption levels by commodity group, per-household savings, per-household
disposable household income and household size.

a. National level

Initially, the estimation of the national-level demand systems with exogenous
savings will be illustrated. Then, the estimation of the national-level demand
system with endogenous savings will be discussed.

i. Demand system with exoienous sayinis

Linear. To project household consumption and savings using estimates of a
national-level demand system with exogenous savings which consists of linear
consumption functions, it is necessary to estimate the functions indicated in
equation (49). If OLS the regression technique is applied to the data illustrated
in table 34 to estimate those functions, the results will be those shown in table
36.

For the most part, those results will be satisfactory as a basis for making
projections of household consumption. All of the estimated partial coefficients



'l'able 34. Observations on average bousebold expenditures by caIIIOdity group,
average total bousehold expenditure and average bousebold size:
averages for 10 clusters of bousebolds

~ity group Average
Housebold Total bousebold
cluster expenditure size Location

Fuel and 'l'rans- Personal Rec-
Food Clothing Housing light Durables portation care reation services

1 56.46 3.65 5.83 1.88 3.67 0.46 2.13 3.13 2.42 79.63 3.75 Rural
2 77.66 10.38 0.35 5.22 0.98 1.06 1.63 9.71 4.62 111.59 7.50 Urban
3 38.63 2.96 0.27 6.57 6.76 1.36 4.35 13.25 2.67 76.80 1.50 Rural
4 87.88 23.75 7.45 11.08 27.23 2.45 4.90 12.63 16.14 193.52 5.67 Urban
5 143.26 12.92 0.00 27.01 12.38 6.33 6.08 10.58 8.52 227.09 7.75 Rural
6 119.46 19.43 0.00 29.03 7.83 5.67 3.27 10.33 2.70 197.72 9.00 Urban
7 66.65 6.00 0.00 24.12 8.60 1.00 3.80 9.67 0.74 120.58 5.00 Rural --8 76.83 10.43 15.35 18.43 5.98 1.17 3.21 12.01 2.97 146.38 6.50 Urban 0'1

9 108.74 155.20 5.40 Rural '"10.51 2.e- 16.85 3.63 0.47 2.65 6.97 5.37
10 168.44 8.80 2.96 14.64 6.38 8.10 3.00 5.99 3.81 222.12 13.00 Urban



Table 35. Observations on average household expenditures by COOIOOdity group,
average household savings, average household disposable income and
average household size: average for 10 clusters of households

COOInodity group Average
Household Disposable household
cluster savings income size Location

Fuel and 'l'rans- Personal Rec-
Food Clothing Housing Light Durables portation care reation services

1 56.46 3.65 5.83 1.88 3.67 0.46 2.13 3.13 2.42 122.91 54.01 3.75 Rural
2 77.66 10.38 0.35 5.22 0.98 1.06 1.63 9.71 4.62 48.75 21.38 7.50 Urban
3 38.63 2.96 0.27 6.57 6.76 1.36 4.35 13.25 2.67 4.27 54.05 1.50 Rural
4 87.88 23.75 7.45 11.08 27.23 2.45 4.90 12.63 16.14 33.04 39.98 5.67 Urban
5 143.26 12.92 0.00 27.01 12.38 6.33 6.08 10.58 8.52 33.77 33.66 7.75 Rural
6 119.46 19.43 0.00 29.03 7.83 5.67 3.27 10.33 2.70 49.82 27.50 9.00 Urban

0\
w

7 66.65 6.00 0.00 24.12 8.60 1.00 3.80 9.67 0.74 19.54 28.02 5.00 Rural
8 76.83 10.43 15.35 18.43 5.98 1.17 3.21 12.01 2.97 17.54 25.22 6.50 Urban
9 108.74 10.51 0.02 16.85 3.63 0.47 2.65 6.97 5.37 2.39 29.18 5.40 Rural

10 168.44 8.80 2.96 14.64 6.38 8.10 3.00 5.99 3.81 99.52 24.74 13.00 Urban
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Table 36. Estiaates of the coefficients of linear consUiption
functions of the deland systel with exogenous savings
for the entire country AI

Coefficients
Couodity

group Total Household R-
Intercept Expenditure hi size hi square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 8.25409 0.45736 1.79908 0.818
(34.53) (6.10)

Clothing -5.10517 0.09787 0.36523 0.548
(18.04) (3.02)

Housing -1.53936 0.07527 -0.80691 0.166
(8.40) (4.04)

Fuel and light 7.10181 0.03182 0.33412 . 0.158
(6.08) (2.86)

Durables -7.46518 0.15902 -1.14775 0.504
(19.12) (6.19)

Transportation -0.24468 0.01670 -0.00764 0.186
(8.46) (0.17)

Personal care -0.24493 0.02999 -0.00118 0.414
(14.79) (0.03)

Recreation -0.31213 0.07188 -0.18899 0.473
(17.33) (2.04)

Other services -0.66485 0.06008 -0.34597 0.305
(12.46) (3.22)

AI Estiaated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
bI t values are shown in parentheses.
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of the total expenditure variable (column 3) are positive, as expected, and as
indicated by t-statistics (see box 18), all are statistically significant at the
0.01 level. One would expect the coefficients to be positive in view of the fact
that, all other things being equal, the increase in average household expenditure
will lead to higher average household consumption expenditures for the different
groups of commodities.

Most of the estimates of the partial coefficients of average household size
(column 4) have plausible signs and are statistically significant at the 0.01
level. The signs of the coefficients of this variable are mostly positive for the
groups of commodities that are considered necessities such as food and clothing.
They are negative for the groups of commodities that are often classified as
luxuries, such as durables or personal care items. This is what one would expect
in view of the fact that, all other things being equal, an increase in household
size would reduce the per capita total expenditure of the household, which in turn
would contribute to an increase in household consumption of necessities and a
reduction in the consumption of luxuries.

The coefficients of determination, R2s (column 5), vary between a high of 0.818
(for food) and a low of 0.158 (for fuel and light). Overall, their values are
relatively high. This is mainly due to the fact that the observations used to
estimate the functions are meant for small clusters of households, most of which
consist of four to eight households. If observations for individual households
were used, the R2s would have been much lower. However, in view of the relatively
low values of this coefficient for commodity groups such as housing, fuel and
light, and transportation, the forecast errors in the case of those functions could
be fairly high.

Multiplicatiye. Further, if estimates of multiplicative consumption functions
with average household expenditure and average household size as explanatory
variables were required, it would be necessary to estimate the log-linear functions
indicated in equation (50). Estimates of the coefficients of those functions based
on the data shown in table 34 are presented in table 37.

Some of these results are worse while others are better than those shown in
table 36. The estimated partial coefficients of the total expenditure variable are
again all positive and significant at the 0.01 level. Estimates of the
coefficients of the average household size variable are less satisfactory in so far
as the coefficient estimate for transportation is now positive, although not
significant. In addition, the coefficients of the variables for clothing, personal
care, recreation and other services are not statistically significant. However,
the coefficients of determination, R2s, are uniformly higher than in table 36,
except for durables and recreation. Thus, the multiplicative specification of the
consumption functions provides an overall better fit than the linear specification.

The estimates of partial coefficients, such as those presented in table 39, can
be used as derived by OLS while the estimates of the logarithms of the intercept
coefficients need to be transformed into estimates orthe intercept coefficients
themselves. As illustrated in table 38, the latter estimates (column 3) can be
obtained by taking antilogarithms of the estimates of the logarithms of the
intercept coefficients (column 2). Thus, the estimate of the intercept coefficient
for food, 1.066, can be calculated as:
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Table 37. Estilates of the coefficients of log-linear consUiption
functions of the deland systel with exogenous savings
for the entire country ~I

Coefficients
COllodity

group Total Household R-
Intercept Expenditure hI size hI square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 0.06394 0.85094 0.08103 0.867
(42.14) (4.56)

Clothing -4.44341 1.33373 0.05102 0.600
(20.80) (0.90)

Housing -6.98415 1.74544 -0.65227 0.207
(9.70) (4.12)

Fuel and light -0.00680 0.46408 0.12863 0.262
(8.83) (2.78)

Durables -8.15466 2.08854 -0.30735 0.498
(18.26) (3.05)

Transportation -5.21825 1.07696 0.13423 0.228
(8.82) (1.25)

Personal care -3.81541 1.06207 -0.06628 0.516
(18.34) (1.30)

Recreation -4.14287 1.22101 -0.03213 0.433
(14.92) (0.45)

Other services -5.90110 1.50331 -0.06563 0.503
(17.75) (0.88)

~I Estilated by ordinary least squares (018).
hI t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 38. COlputinq estiaates of intercept coefficients of non-linear
consUiption functions of the deland systel with exogenous
savings for the entire country

Cooodity
group

(1)

Intercepts
of log-linear
functions AI

(2)

Intercepts
of non-linear
functions ~I

(3)

Food 0.06394 1.066

Clothinq -4.44341 0.012

Housing -6.98415 0.001

Fuel and light -0.00680 0.993

Durables -8.15466 0.000

Transportation -5.21825 0.005

Personal care -3.81541 0.022

Recreation -4.14287 0.016

other services -5.90110 0.003

AI FrOI table 37, col. 2.
hi Antiln (col. 2).
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Table 39. EstiJates of the coefficients of linear CODSaptioD and
savings functions of the deaand systel with endogenous
savings for the entire country II

Couodity Coefficients
grouPI
savings Disposable Household R-

Intercept incoae hI size RI square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 21.37484 0.33896 1.64642 0.707
(24.67) (4.31)

Clothing -2.53092 0.07427 0.31218 0.490
(15.73) (2.38)

Housing 1.21632 0.05134 -0.77994 0.115
(6.79) (3.71)

Fuel and light 8.56691 0.01947 0.37173 . 0.120
(4.44) (3.05)

Durables -2.33004 0.11358 -1.15076 0.383
(14.94) (5.44)

Transportation -0.14322 0.01519 -0.04619 0.223
(9.62) (1.05)

Personal care 1.05454 0.02059 -0.00792 0.307
(11.41) (0.16)

Recreation 2.24612 0.04958 -0.16966 0.345
(13.09) (1.61)

otber services 0.17481 0.05112 -0.44325 0.328
(13.17) (4.11)

savings -29.62929 0.26589 0.25156 0.400
(13.86) (0.47)

II EstiJated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
bl t values are sbovn in parentheses.



1.066 - anti1n (0.06394),
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(51)

where 0.06394 is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept coefficient of the
non-linear function for food.

LQ&-linear. Estimates of the log-linear consumption functions with the average
household expenditure variable and average household size can be obtained directly
by estimating the functions shown in equation (50). Estimates of such functions
based on the cross-sectional data presented in table 34 are those shown in table
37 and discussed above.

ii. Demond system with endo&enous sayinis

Linear. To prepare household consumption and savings projections using
estimates of a national-level demand system with endogenous savings consisting of
linear consumption and savings functions, it is necessary to estimate the
consumption functions indicated in equation (52), along with the savings function
shown in equation (55). If the OLS regression technique is applied to the data
illustrated in table 35, the results will be those shown in table 39.

The results for the consumption functions with endogenous savings will be less
satisfactory as the basis for making projections of household consumption than
those estimated from linear functions in the demand system using exogenous savings
(see table 36). In the consumption functions shown in table 39, all of the
estimated partial coefficients of average household income (column 3) are positive,
as expected, and all are statistically significant at the 0.01 level. Moreover,
estimates of the partial coefficients of average household size (column 4) have
largely plausible signs and are statistically significant at the 0.01 level, except
for the coefficients of the functions for transportation, personal care and
recreation.

However, the coefficients of determination (column 5), which vary between a
high of 0.708 (for food) and a low of 0.116 (for housing), are generally lower than
those obtained by estimating linear consumption functions of the demand system with
exogenous savings (see table 36). In as many as seven functions, the R2s are lower
than those obtained for the linear consumption functions of the former demand
system. This may be in part due to the fact that it is more difficult to
accurately measure the disposable income than the total expenditure of a household.

The results for the saving function indicate that the coefficient of average
disposable income is both positive, as expected, and highly significant. The
coefficient of average household size is also positive, contrary to what has often
been theorized, but it is not statistically significant. The coefficient of
determination, 0.401, is higher than most of those obtained for the consumption
functions.

Multip1iGatiye. If estimates of multiplicative consumption and savings
functions are sought, it is necessary to estimate the log-linear consumption
functions indicated in equation (53) and the log-linear savings function shown in
equation (56). The OLS estimates of the coefficients of those functions based on
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the data shown in table 35 are those presented in table 40.

Some of the results for the log-linear specification as shown in table 40 are
worse while others are better than those for the linear specification as shown in
table 39. The estimated partial coefficients of the average disposable household
income are all positive and significant at the 0.01 level as in the latter table.
The estimates of the coefficients of average household size are less satisfactory
in that those for transportation and recreation are now positive, but are not
significant. However, the per cent of the variance in household consumption for
the various commodity groups that is explained, R2

, is uniformly higher in the
log-linear specification than in the linear specification. The per cent of the
variance in household savings that is explained is, however, lower. Thus, for this
data set, the multiplicative specification of the consumption functions provides
a better fit than the linear specification. However, for the savings functions,
the multiplicative specification provides a poorer fit.

The estimates of the partial coefficients, such as those presented in table 40,
can be used as derived by OLS, while the estimates of the logarithms of the
intercepts need to transformed into estimates of the intercept coefficients
themselves. As illustrated in table 41, the latter estimates (column 3) can be
obtained by taking antilogarithms of the estimates of the logarithms of the
intercept coefficients (column 2). Thus, the estimate of the intercept coefficient
for food, 1.571, can be calculated as:

1.571 - anti1n(0.45194), (54)

where 0.45194 is the estimate of the logarithm of the slope coefficient of the
multiplicative function for food.

LOi-1inear. Estimates of the log-linear consumption and savings functions with
average disposable income and average household size can be obtained directly by
estimating the functions shown in equations (53) and (56). Estimates of such
functions based on the cross-sectional data presented in table 35 are those shown
in table 40 and discussed above.

b. Urban- rural leyel

The previous section illustrated the estimation of demand systems at the
national level. In this section the estimation of demand systems with exogenous
and endogenous savings for urban and rural areas will be illustrated respectively
using the data sets that are partially presented in tables 34 and 35.

i. Demand system with exoienous sayinis

It is possible to estimate an urban-rural demand system with exogenous savings
using linear, multiplicative and log-linear specifications.

Linear. To prepare projections of household consumption and savings using
linear consumption functions, one must estimate functions that are urban-rural
equivalents of those indicated in equation (49). If the OLS regression method is
employed along with the data for urban household clusters, which were partially
illustrated in table 34 in order to estimate consumption functions for the urban
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Table 40. Estilates of the coefficients of log-linear consUIPtion
and savings functions of the deland systel with endogenous
savings for the entire country AI

Coefficients
COllodity
groupI Logarithl of Logarithi of
savings disposable household R-

Intercept incole RI size RI square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 0.45194 0.76064 0.06578 0.782
(30.64) (2.82)

clothing -3.94705 1.21711 0.01651 0.555
(18.77) (0.27)

Housing -5.49886 1.40662 -0.61800 0.146
(7.86) (3.68)

Fuel and light 0.35711 0.38393 0.13351 0.221
(7.42) (2.75)

Durables -7.54419 1.94309 -0.37727 0.471
(17.26) (3.57)

Transportation -5.16610 1.06047 0.07320 0.237
(9.11) (0.67)

Personal care -3.16912 0.91327 -0.06990 0.427
(15.12) (1.23 )

Recreation -3.40662 1.05145 0.02733 0.365
(12.67) (0.35)

Other services -5.51664 1.41086 -0.12118 0.485
(17.07) (1.56)

savings -7.17562 1.76600 0.17551 0.318
(10.97) (1.16)

il EstiJated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
hI t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 41. COlputing estilates of intercept coefficients of lultiplicative
consUiption and savings functions of the deund systel with
endogenous savings for the entire country

COlllodity
group/
savings

(1)

Intercepts
of log-linear
functions A/

(2)

Intercepts of
lultiplicative
functions b.I

(3)

Food 0.45194 1.571

Clothing -3.94705 0.019

Housing -5.49886 0.004

Fuel and light 0.35711 1.429

Durables -7.54419 0.001

Transportation -5.1661 0.006

Personal care -3.16912 0.042

Recreation -3.40662 0.033

other services -5.51664 0.004

savings -7.17562 0.001

AI FrOI table 40, col. 2.
~/ Antiln (col. 2).
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areas, the results will be those shown in table 42. The use of the same method
with the data for rural household clusters, which were also partially shown in
table 34, yields the results presented in table 43.

Those results would be largely satisfactory as a basis for projecting household
consumption for urban and rural areas. The estimated partial coefficients of
average household expenditure (column 3) are positive and statistically significant
at the 0.01 level in both tables. Most of the estimates of the partial
coefficients of average household size (column 4) have plausible signs. However,
two of them for the urban areas (those for transportation and personal care) and
several for the rural areas (those for durab1es and personal care through other,
services) are not statistically significant at the 0.10 level. The R2s (column 5)
vary roughly within the same range as in the case of the national-level linear
consumption functions with average household expenditure and average household size
as explanatory variables. Moreover, the R2s obtained for the rural areas are
higher than those derived for the urban areas in six out of nine commodity groups,
indicating that for this data set the goodness of fit would on average be better
for rural than for urban areas.

Multiplicative. To obtain estimates of urban-rural multiplicative consumption
functions with average household expenditure and average household size as
explanatory variables, it would be necessary to estimate the urban-rural
equivalents of the log-linear functions indicated in equation (50). The estimates
of the coefficients of those functions for urban and rural areas based on the
cross-sectional data shown in table 34 are those presented respectively for the two
10cationa1 areas in tables 44 and 45.

Some of those results are poorer while others are better than those obtained
in the case of urban and rural linear consumption functions of this demand system
(see tables 44 and 45). As usual, the estimated partial coefficients of the
average household expenditure are all positive and highly significant. However,
the estimates of the coefficients of average household size are less satisfactory
in so far as their signs do not indicate any plausible pattern. This may be
largely due to the fact that many of those coefficients are not statistically
significant. On the other hand, R2s obtained with the non-linear specification
are, in some two thirds of the cases higher than those obtained by employing the
linear specification. Again, judging on the basis of the R2S, the multiplicative
specification of the consumption functions appears to fit this data set better than
the linear specification.

The estimates of partial coefficients, such as those presented in tables 44 and
45, can be used as derived by OLS, while the estimates of the logarithms of the
intercepts must be transformed into estimates of the intercept coefficients
themselves. As illustrated in table 46, the latter estimates (column 3) can be
obtained by taking antilogarithms of the estimates of the logarithms of the
intercept coefficients (column 2). Thus, the estimate of the slope coefficient for
food in the urban areas, 0.861, can be calculated as:

0.861 - anti1n (-0.14943),

where -0.14943 is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept coefficient of the
log-linear function for food in the urban areas.
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Table 42. Estiutes of the coefficients of linear conslmption
functions of the deland systel with exogenous savings
for urban areas !/

Cooodity
group

Coefficients

Total Household
Intercept Expenditure ~I size ~I

R
square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 3.60568 0.46441 2.03457 0.803
(26.87) (5.47)

Clothing -4.30001 0.09364 0.41580 0.474
(12.64) (2.61)

Housing 0.88853 0.05949 -0.83710 0.196
(6.91) (4.52)

Fuel and light 8.58413 0.02649 0.32505 0.111
(3.95) (2.25)

Durables -9.09294 0.17943 -1.39836 0.494
(14.75) (5.34)

Transportation 0.20915 0.01306 0.03362 0.136
(5.47) (0.66)

Personal care -0.53271 0.03069 -0.00298 0.512
(14.71) (0.06)

Recreation 0.37513 0.07373 -0.19353 0.448
(13.30) (1.62)

other services 0.26307 0.05906 -0.37706 0.238
(8.37) (2.48)

AI Estilated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
~I t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 43. Estiutes of the coefficients of linear consuaption
functions of the deland systel with exogenous savings
for rural areas J./

couodity
group

Coefficients

Total Household
Intercept Expenditure b/ size b/

R
square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 11.53589 0.48157 1.14211 0.815
(18.99) (2.26)

Clothing -5.50762 0.10189 0.26703 0.586
(10.67) (1.41)

Housing -6.50785 0.14020 -1.24296 0.223
(6.14) (2.74)

Fuel and light 5.83054 0.03701 0.33362 0.183
(3.51) (1.59)

Durables -4.28076 0.08414 -0.16989 0.460
(9.42) (0.96)

Transportation -0.76536 0.02652 -0.14482 0.245
(6.26) (1.72)

Personal care -0.08378 0.03760 -0.06971 0.352
(7.48) (0.70)

Recreation 0.72694 0.04131 0.07988 0.324
(6.34) (0.62)

Other services -0.94801 0.04975 -0.19525 0.338
(7.62) (1.50)

J./ Estiuted by ordinary least squares (OLS).
'1J.I t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 44. Estiutes of the coefficients of log-linear consUlption
functions of the deland systel with exogenous savings
for urban areas AI

Coefficients

couodity
group

Logarithl of Logarithl of
total household

Intercept expenditure hi size hI
R

square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food -0.14943 0.87610 0.11162 0.852
(32.89) (5.13)

Clothing -3.11006 1.10698 -0.00735 0.472
(13.62) (0.11)

Housing -5.54916 1.63949 -1.05503 0.210
(6.80) (5.35)

Fuel and light 0.68863 0.35427 -0.09229 0.167
(5.74) (1.83)

Durables -7.56784 2.01049 -0.33408 0.446
(13.41) (2.72)

Transportation -4.23960 0.90073 0.13862 0.126
(5.16) (0.97)

Personal care -4.52506 1.18066 -0.04860 0.563
(16.59) (0.84)

Recreation -3.31735 1.10514 -0.01840 0.364
(10.99) (0.22)

Other services -5.19181 1.43307 -0.19241 0.440
(13.20) (2.17)

1/ Estiuted by ordinary least squares (OLS).
hI t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 45. Estilates of the coefficients of log-linear cODSUIption
functions of the deland systel with exogenous savings
for rural areas ~I

Coefficients

Cooodity
group

Logarithm of Logarithm of
total household

Intercept expenditure hi size hi
R

square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food -0.06682 0.90237 -0.03342 0.873
(24.70) (1.12)

Clothing -5.00976 1.42176 0.07792 0.611
(11.66) (0.78)

Housing -6.26481 1.37043 -0.12560 0.144
(4.21) (0.47)

Fuel and light -0.18232 0.47817 0.16569 0.255
(4.41) (1.87)

Durables -7.09591 1.78732 -0.18638 0.403
(8.49) (1.08)

Transportation -5.47408 1.11337 0.12579 0.263
(5.34) (0.74)

Personal care -3.78188 1.08231 -0.09506 0.459
(9.43) (1.02)

Recreation -3.35895 0.97455 0.16232 0.346
(6.25) (1.28)

other services -5.12315 1.23485 0.14692 0.438
(7.85) (1.14)

~I Estilated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
hi t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 46. COlputing estiJates of slope coefficients of lultiplicative
consUlption functions of the deJaDd systel with exogenous
savings for urban and rural areas

Slopes of
Couodity Intercepts corresponding

group of log-linear lultiplicative
functions AI functions hI

(1) (2) (3)

Food
Clothing
Housing
Fuel and light
Durables
Transportation
Personal care
Recreation
Other services

Food
Clothing
Housing
Fuel and light
Durables
Transportation
Personal care
Recreation
Other services

-0.14943
-3.11006
-5.54916
0.68863

-7.56784
-4.23960
-4.52506
-3.31735
-5.19181

-0.06682
-5.00976
-6.26481
-0.18232
-7.09591
-5.47408
-3.78188
-3.35895
-5.12315

0.861
0.045
0.004
1.991
0.001
0.014
0.011
0.036
0.006

0.935
0.007
0.002
0.833
0.001
0.004
0.023
0.035
0.006

AI Frol tables 44 and 45, col. 2.
RI Antiln (col. 2).
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Estimates of log-linear consumption functions for urban and rural areas which
include average household expenditure and average household size can be obtained
directly by estimating urban-rural equivalents of the functions shown in equation
(50). Estimates of such functions based on the cross-series data illustrated in
table 34 are those shown in tables 44 and 45 and discussed above.

ii. Demand system with endo&enous savin&s

It is possible to estimate an urban-rural demand system with endogenous savings
using linear, multiplicative and log-linear specifications.

Linear. Where urban-rural projections of household consumption and savings are
to be prepared using linear consumption and savings functions, it would be
necessary to estimate urban-rural equivalents of the consumption functions
indicated in equation (52), along with an urban-rural counterpart of the savings
function shown in equation (55). If those urban-rural functions are estimated with
the OLS regression method using the means of the relevant variables for urban and
rural household clusters as shown in table 35, the results will be those contained
in tables 47 and 48.

The results for the consumption functions presented in those tables may be less
satisfactory as the basis for making projections of household consumption than
those shown in tables 42 and 43. All of the estimated partial coefficients of
average disposable household income (column 3) shown in tables 47 and 48 are
positive and highly significant. The estimates of the partial coefficients of
average household size (column 4) have plausible signs, but a number of the
coefficients for the rural areas are not statistically significant. As far as the
signs and the significance of the coefficients are concerned, the results are
similar to those obtained for the demand system with exogenous savings as shown in
tables 42 and 43.

However, the results relating to coefficients of determination (column 5),
which vary between a high of 0.717 (for food in the rural areas) and a low of 0.070
(for light and fuel in the urban areas) are on average less satisfactory than those
obtained by estimating linear consumption functions of the demand system with
exogenous savings (see tables 42 and 43). In the case of six functions for the
urban areas and all nine functions for the rural areas, the R2s are lower than
those obtained for similar functions, considered earlier in relation to tables 44
and 45. In view of this, the forecast errors in the case of the function with
average disposable household income can be greater than those of the functions with
average household expenditure.

The results for the savings function indicate that the coefficient of average
disposable household income in the function is positive and highly significant for
either location. The coefficient of average household size is however, positive
for urban areas, which is contrary to expectations. The coefficient of the same
variable is negative for rural areas, as expected, and highly significant. The
coefficients of determination in those two functions 0.422 and 0.419) are
comparable to those obtained for the consumption functions and slightly higher than
the value of this coefficient obtained by estimating the national-level linear
savings function (0.401).
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Table 47. !stiaates of the coefficients of linear consUlption and
savings functions of the deland systel with endogenous
savings for urban areas AI

Couodity coefficients
groupl
savinqs Disposable Household R-

Intercept incoae b./ size b./ square

(1) (2) (3) (4) . (5)

Food 23.87613 0.33721 1.36859 0.671
(18.54) (2.75)

Clothing -0.45770 0.06946 0.26599 0.410
(10.85) (1.52)

Housing 4.05422 0.03978 -0.88636 0.139
(5.48) (4.46)

Fuel and light 10.88366 0.01237 0.35948 0.070
(2.21) (2.35)

Durables -0.24445 0.12418 -1.59126 0.356
(11.10) (5.20)

Transportation 0.15943 0.01320 -0.02436 0.198
(7.04) (0.47)

Personal care 0.97647 0.02127 -0.03624 0.381
(11.10) (0.69)

Recreation 4.54777 0.04781 -0.23879 0.288
(9.31) (1.70)

Other services 1.18470 0.05283 -0.56668 0.286
(9.49) (3.72)

savinqs -44.98017 0.28188 1.34961 0.421
(10.93) (1. 91)

II !stiaated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
'Qf t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 48. Eltiutes of the coefficients of linear coJISUIPtion and
savings functions of the deland syst. with endoqenous
savings for rural areas AI

COIIOdity coefficients
groupl
savings Disposable Bousebold R-

Intercept illCOle bI size bI square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 17.65948 0.34160 2.10492 0.716
(13.73) (3.46)

Clothing -4.46838 0.07514 0.43491 0.539
(9.42) (2.23)

Housing -4.08369 0.09228 -0.87302 0.155
(4.89) (1.89)

Fuel and ligbt 6.23104 0.02704 0.39781 0.172
(3.22) (1.94)

Durables -3.32323 0.06095 -0.01737 0.402
(8.18) (0.10)

'l'ransportation -0.56422 0.02034 -0.11082 0.232
(6.01) (1.34)

Personal care 0.70036 0.02325 -0.04822 0.245
(5.42) (0.46)

Recreation 1.32006 0.02854 0.17195 0.275
(5.34) (1.32)

other services -0.48445 0.03718 -0.11941 0.307
(7.03) (0.92)

savillCJS -12.98694 0.29368 -2.03719 0.418
(9.46) (2.68)

II Eltiuted by ordinary least squares (OLS).
'9.1 t values are shown in parentbeses.
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Multiplicatiye. If estimates of multiplicative consumption and savings
functions were sought for urban and rural areas, it would be necessar~ t~ estima~e
urban-rural equivalents of the log-linear consumption functions Lnd.i.cated an
equation (53) and urban-rural equivalents of the log-linear savings function shown
in equation (56). The OLS estimates of the coefficients of those urban and rural
functions are presented in tables 49 and 50.

Some of the household consumption results for the linear functions (as shown
in tables 49 and 50) are worse while others are better than those for the
log-linear functions (as shown in tables 47 and 48). The estimated partial
coefficients of average disposable household income are positive and highly
significant. The estimates of the coefficients of average household size are less
satisfactory in so far as those for transportation, recreation and other services
in the rural areas are now positive. Moreover, a number of coefficients of average
household size are not statistically significant in both urban and rural areas.
However, the coefficient of determination for the various commodity groups, R2

, is
higher than in the case where the linear specification was used, as shown in tables
47 and 48.

The coefficients of household savings functions for the log-linear
specification (as shown in tables 49 and 50) are almost uniformly less satisfactory
than those for the linear specification (as indicated in tables 47 nd 48). As
expected, the estimated partial coefficients of average disposable household income
are positive and highly significant. The estimate of the coefficient of average
household size for urban areas is positive (contrary to expectations) and
significant at the 0.01 level. The estimate of the coefficient of the same
variable for rural areas is negative (as expected), but barely significant at the
0.10 level. In addition, the R2s in those functions are lower (0.264 and 0.366)
than in the linear savings functions (0.422 and 0.419).

The estimates of partial coefficients such as those presented in tables 49 and
50 can be used as derived by OLS while the estimates of the logarithms of the
intercepts need to be transformed into estimates of the intercept coefficients.
As illustrated in table 51, the latter estimates (column 3) can be obtained by
taking antilogarithms of the estimates of the logarithms of the intercept
coefficients (column 2). Thus, the estimate of the slope coefficient for food for
urban areas, 1.282, can be calculated as:

1.282 - antiln (0.24873),

where 0.24873 is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept coefficient of the
log-linear function for food for urban areas.

Loi-linear. Estimates of the log-linear consumption and savings functions with
the household income variable and the household size variable can be obtained
directly by estimating urban-rural equivalents of the functions shown in equations
(53) and (56). Estimates of such functions, based on tne cross-sectional data
presented in table 35, are those shown in tables 49 and 50 and discussed above.
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Table 49. Estiaates of the coefficients of log-linear consUiption
and savings functions of the deaand systel with endogenous
savings for urban areas AI

Coefficients
Couodity
groupl LogaritbJ of LogaritbJ of
savings disposable household R-

Intercept incole hI size hI square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 0.24873 0.80305 0.04531 0.754
(23.73) (1.56)

Clothing -2.52682 0.99803 -0.07109 0.400
(11.68) (0.97)

Housing -3.08203 1.14517 -1.06414 0.129
(4.59) (4.95)

Fuel and light 1.17891 0.25635 0.08746 0.111
(4.08) (1.62)

Durables -6.75418 1.86364 -0.49294 0.394
(12.05) (3.70)

Transportation -4.57391 0.98007 0.02079 0.149
(5.76) (0.14)

Personal care -3.74671 1.03201 -0.12183 0.448
(13.08) (1. 79)

Recreation -2.34021 0.91437 -0.07035 0.263
(8.56) (0.77)

other services -4.78060 1.36344 -0.31692 0.410
(12.40) (3.35)

savings -7.05172 1.59595 0.58577 0.263
(6.78) (2.89)

II Estiaated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
hI t values are sbown in parentheses.
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Table 50. !stiutes of the coefficients of log-linear cODSUIption
and savings functions of the deland systea with endogenous
savings for rural areas AI

Coefficients
couodity
groupl Logaritbl of LogaritbI of
savinqs disposable household R-

Intercept incole hI size hI square

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food 0.51378 0.74556 0.08484 0.775
(16.94) (2.17)

Clothing -4.40930 1.24953 0.12368 0.588
(10.10) (1.22)

Housing -5.61963 1.18861 -0.07405 0.135
(4.01) (0.28)

Fuel and light 0.13451 0.39290 0.19396 0.236
(3.95) (2.19)

Durables -6.61625 1.63633 -0.15972 0.410
(8.63) (0.95)

Transportation -5.02488 0.98350 0.15926 0.255
(5.18) (0.94)

Personal care -2.97436 0.86776 -0.02094 0.381
(7.80) (0.21)

Recreation -2.75811 0.81144 0.21490 0.316
(5.62) (1.68)

Other services -4.83538 1.14092 0.16045 0.448
(8.08) (1.28)

savings -7.81193 2.06645 -0.29850 0.365
(8.04) (1.31)

II £stiuted by ordinary least squares (OLS).
bJ t values are shown in parentheses.
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Table 51. COlputing estiutes of slope coefficients of IUltiplicative
consUlption and savings functions of the deJalld systel with
endogenous savings for urban and rural areas

Slopes of
Cooodity Intercepts corresponding
group/ of log-linear lultiplicative
savings functions AI functions RI

(1) (2) (3)

Food
Clothing
Housing
Fuel and light
Durables
Transportation
Personal care
Recreation
other services
savings

Food
Clothing
Housing
Fuel and light
Durables
Transportation
Personal care
Recreation
other services
savings

0.24873
-2.52682
-3.08203
1.17891

-6.75418
-4.57391
-3.74671
-2.34021
-4.78060
-7.05172

0.51378
-4.40930
-5.61963
0.13451

-6.61625
-5.02488
-2.97436
-2.75811
-4.83538
-7.81193

1.282
0.080
3.251
3.251
0.001
0.010
0.024
0.096
0.008
0.001

1.672
0.012
0.004
0.144
0.001
0.007
0.051
0.063
0.008
0.000

A/ FrOI tables 49 and 50, col. 2.
RI Antiln (col. 2).
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(c) CalibratiQn Qf the empirically estimated functiQns

After Qbtaining satisfactory estimates of the rele~ant functions Qf ~he
chosen demand system, the planner will sQmetimes deslre tQ make speclal
adjustments in the estimated cQefficients. Although the adjus:ments ma~ ~pply
either tQ the estimates Qf the intercepts Qr tQ those Qf the partlal cQefflclents
Qr both, they will mQst Qften be restricted tQ the intercept estimates. ThQse
adjustments, which are typically referred tQ as "calibration", ensure that, once
adjusted, the functiQns are capable Qf precisely prQducing the levels Qf average
househQld cQnsumption by commodity grQup and, where apprQpriate, level (s) of per
hQusehQld savings fQr a particular year Qr a grQup of years tQ which the data
used in the calibratiQn pertain. If left unadjusted, the functions will be
capable Qf producing mean levels Qf average househQld consumption by commQdity
group and, where appropriate, level(s) of average household savings for the year
to which data used in estimating the functions refer, using mean levels of
explanatory variables for that year. The calibration procedures for consumption
and savings functions of different forms are described in the annex.

D. Illustratiye examples of projections

This section will present tWQ examples illustrating the use Qf household
demand systems in projecting household consumption and savings. These examples
will indicate how the relevant calculations are made for the projection interval
0-5. In addition, they will provide complete projection results for a 20-year
period.

The length of the projection period is identical to that used in other
examples in this volume. However, projections of household consumption and
savings over such a long time period may not be equally robust as projections of
some other variables. Therefore, the results pertaining to years 15 and 20
obtained by the procedures described in this chapter may need to be taken with
caution.

The first example will show how to prepare a national prQjection using a
procedure based on the demand system with exogenous savings consisting of
log-linear consumption functions. The second example will illustrate the
preparation of an urban-rural projection employing the demand system with
endogenous savings consisting of linear consumption and savings functions.

This section will not illustrate how to make projections of household
consumptiQn and savings using a demand system consisting of multiplicative
functions. This approach would give the same results as that using log-linear
transformations of those functions.

1. National projection

The calculations presented in this example will be based on the inputs
contained in table 52, panel A, which shows projected levels of average
disposable household income, projected numbers of households and the projected
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Table 52. Inputs for projecting household consUlption and savings
for the entire country

PAltEL A: Projected average disposable household incole, nUiber of households and
average household size, as well as assuptions on average savings ratio

Year

Variable 0 5 10 15 20

Average disposable household 229.5 271.9 320.6 375.0 439.4
incoae (in LCUs M

Hulber of households 1 470.7 1 638.7 1 854.7 2 138.4 2 486.2
(in thousands)

Average household size 6.80 6.84 6.80 6.62 6.31

Average savings ratio 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PAlfEL B: Estiaates of the coefficients of log-linear consuption functions of
the deland syste. with exogenous savings

conodity
group

Food
Clothing
Housing
Fuel and light
Durables
Transportation
Personal care
Recreation
Other services

Adjusted
intercept

coefficient hi

8.17054
-4.31692
-5.90697
6.56136

-7.78724
-4.84061
-3.65109
-3.93007
-5.70018

Average
total

eXpenditure
coefficient r;j

0.85094
1.33373
1.74544
0.46408
2.08854
1.07696
1.06207
1.22101
1.50331

Average
household

size
coefficient dI

0.08103
0.05102

-0.65227
0.12863

-0.30735
0.13423

-0.06628
-0.03213
-0.06563

1./ Local currency units.
hi Fro. table 68, col. 7.
kl Fro. table 37, col. 3.
~I Fro. table 37, col. 4.
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average household size for dates five years apart. The initial y~ar of the
projection is denoted as year O. Also shown in the panel are assumpt1on~ on the
average household savings ratio for those same dates. The calculation wlll use
the coefficients of the log-linear consumption functions of the d~mand syst~m
with exogenous savings, which were presented in table 37. The funct10ns used 1n
this example were calibrated as explained in the annex.

(a) Ayera&e household consumption and sayin&s

To project household consumption and savings for a given date, it is
initially necessary to prepare projections of average household consumption by
commodity group and the level of average household savings for that date.

(i) Ayera&e household expenditure

Deriving projections of levels of average household consumption and savings
starts with calculating the level of average household expenditure, which can be
obtained as a product of average disposable household income and the complement
of the assumed average savings ratio. Thus, average household expenditure for
the end of the projection interval 0-5, 231.1, can be obtained as follows:

231.1 - (271.9) [ 1 - 0.15 1, (4)

where 271.9 is the average disposable household income for year 5 and 0.15 is the
average savings ratio for the same date.

(ii) Ayera&e household consYmption RY cOmmodity &roup

To derive levels of average household consumption by commodity group for
a given date using log-linear consumption functions, one should first obtain the
logarithms of preliminary levels of average household consumption by evaluating
the estimates of those functions for that date. This is done by using the
logarithm of the average household expenditure and that of the average household
size for the date in question as indicated by equation (7) and illustrated in
table 53 for the end of the interval 0-5.

In particular, the logarithm of the preliminary level of average household
consumption for each commodity group in year 5 (column 7) is obtained by adding
the adjusted intercept coefficient for the commodity group in question (column
2) to the sum of two products. The first product is that of the estimate of the
coefficient of average household expenditure for the commodity group concerned
(column 3) and the logarithm of the projected level of average household
expenditure in year 5 (column 5). The second product is that of the estimate of
the coefficient of average household size for the commodity group (column 4) and
the logarithm of the projected average household size in year 5 (column 6).

For example, the logarithm of the preliminary level of average household
consumption for food in year 5, 4.86910, is obtained as:



table 53. IleriviDJ pmliliDaIY levels of average booselKlld cCllBUJPtiCII by coEity groop
for the entim clDltry: end of projection interval 0-5
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0.08171 + [ (0.85094) (In (231.1)) ] +

[ (0.08103) (In (6.84)) ],

(7)

where 0.08171 is the adjusted intercept coefficient for food, whe:e 0.8~094 is
the estimate of the coefficient of average household expendi.ture i.n the
consumption function for food and 231.1 is the projec.ted aver~g~ hou~eho1d
expenditure in year 5. The estimate of the household s~ze coeff~c~ent ~n t~e
same function is 0.08103, while 6.84 is the projected average household s~ze ~n

year 5.

Once the logarithms of the preliminary levels of average household
consumption by commodity group are obtained for a given date, it is necessary to
take antilogarithms of those results in order to derive from the~ ~re1iminary

levels of average household consumption. Thus, for year 5, the prel i.mi.nary level
for each commodity group (column 8) is obtained by taking the antilogarithm of
the result obtained by evaluating the function for that date (column 7). For
example, the preliminary level of average household consumption of food, 130.2,
is obtained as:

130.2 anti1n (4.86910), (8)

where 4.86910 is the logarithm of the preliminary level of average household
consumption of food in year 5.

(iii) Adjusted levels of average household consumption by commodity group

The projected preliminary levels of average household consumption would not
normally add up to the average household expenditure. This is due to the fact
that demand systems with exogenous savings consisting of log-linear consumption
functions do not possess the adding-up property, typical of demand systems
composed of linear functions. Therefore, it would be necessary to compute an
adjustment factor and use it to modify the preliminary levels in order to obtain
the adjusted levels of average household consumption by commodity group.

The adjustment factor can be computed for a particular projection date as
the ratio of the average household expenditure to the sum of the preliminary
levels of average household consumption for various commodity groups at that
date. Thus, the adjustment factor for the end of the projection interval 0-5,
0.98672, is calculated as follows:

0.98672 = (231.1) / (130.2 + 20.9 + 10.4

+ 17.1 + 19.9 + 3.6 + 7.4 + 14.2 + 10.5), (9)

where 231.1 is the average household expenditure in year 5, while the numbers in
the denominator enclosed by parentheses are the preliminary levels of average
household consumption obtained for that year (table 53, column 8).

Given the adjustment factor, the final level of average household
consumption for each commodity group can be obtained as the product of this
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factor and the corresponding preliminary level. Thus, the final level of average
household consumption of food in year 5, 128.5, is obtained as follows:

128.5 - (130.2) (0.98672), (10)

where 0.98672 is the adjustment factor for year 5 and 130.2 is the preliminary
level of average household consumption of food in that year. The final levels
are shown in table 54.

(iv) Ayeraie household saviUis

Given the projected average disposable household income and the projected
average household expenditure, which is calculated as explained earlier, the
level of average household savings can be obtained as the difference between the
two. Thus, the level of average household savings for the end of the projection
interval 0-5, 40.8, is obtained as:

40.8 - 271.9 - 231.1, (11)

where 271.9 and 231.1 are, respectively, the average disposable household income
and the average household expenditure for year 5.

Performing the calculations illustrated above for the relevant dates over
the entire projection period produces the projected levels of average household
consumption and savings for the entire period.

(b) Leye1s of household consumption and sayin&s

Once the adjusted levels of average household consumption and average
household savings are obtained, the levels of aggregate household consumption by
commodity group and the aggregate level of household savings can be obtained by
multiplying the final per household levels by the number of househo1ds. Y Thus,
the aggregate household consumption of food at the end of the projection interval
0-5, 210.5 (in millions of local currency units), can be calculated as:

210.5 - [ (128.5) (1,638.7) ]/1,000, (12)

where 128.5 and 1,638.7 are respectively the final level of average household
consumption of food and the projected number of households in year 5.

Similarly, the level of aggregate household savings at the end of the
interval 0-5, 66.8, can be obtained as:

66.8 - [ (40.8) (1,638.7) ]/1,000,

where 40.8 is the level of average household savings in year 5.

(13)

These calculations can be performed for the relevant dates over the entire
projection period to obtain the levels of household consumption and savings for
the period, as shown in table 55.
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(c) Other results

Other results that may be useful in planning can be obtained as part of a
national projection. These include various household consumption and savings
aggregates, indicators of the spending pattern of households and the rates of
growth of household consumption and savings.

(i) Household consumption and savin&s a&&regates

Household consumption aggregates, which can be derived from the consumption
projections by commodity group, include household consumption along with
household consumption in various broad commodity groups at dates five years
apart. They also include increases in household consumption, increases in
household consumption by broad commodity groups, and increases in household
savings over the intervening intervals.

a. Household consumption

Household consumption at the end of a given projection interval is obtained
by aggregating the projected levels of household consumption by commodity group.
Thus, household consumption in year 5, 378.7, is computed by adding the projected
levels of household consumption in the various commodity groups. This number is
shown in table 56 (in the column corresponding to year 5), along with other
results derived for the entire 20-year projection period. The growth in total
household consumption over this period is indicated in figure XIII.

Also shown in table 56 and figure XIII are levels and changes in household
savings over the 20-year projection period.

b. Household consumption by broad COmmodity groups

Household consumption in broad commodity groups can be obtained by
aggregating projected levels of household consumption for the various primary
commodity groups, using appropriate aggregation rules. To illustrate this
aggregation, it will be assumed that there are three broad groups - - food,
clothing and other -- the first two of which are identical to the first two
primary commodity groups, while the third is an aggregation of the primary
commodity groups ranging from housing to other services.

Therefore, household consumption of the broad group food in year 5 is
210.5, while that of clothing in the same year is 33.8.

Household consumption of other commodities in year 5, 134.4, is obtained
as:

134.4 - 16.8 + 27.6 + 32.1 + 5.8 + 12.0 + 23.0 + l~.l, (15)

where the numbers on the right-hand side, 16.8 through 17.1 are, respectively,
projected levels of household consumption of housing through that of other
services in year 5.
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Table 56. Housebold consUlption and savings aggregates, indicators of
the pattern of bousebold spending and rates of bousebold
consUlption and savings cbange for the entire country

Year

Indicators 0 5 10 15 20

Household consUlption and savings aggregates
(in lillions of LCUs) ~/

Levels of housebold consUlption and savings:

ConsUlption 290.2 378.7 499.4 665.5 895.7
Food 166.6 210.5 267.6 342.3 438.8
clotbing 24.8 33.8 46.3 63.5 87.5
Other 98.7 134.3 185.4 259.6 369.3

savings 47.2 66.8 95.1 136.3 196.6

Growth in bousehold consUiption and savings:

consUiption 88.5 120.7 166.1 230.2
Food 43.9 57.1 74.6 96.4
Clothing 9.0 12.5 17.3 24.0
Other 35.6 51.1 74.2 109.7

savings 19.6 28.3 41.1 60.3

Indicators of the bousebold spending pattern

Proportions of total disposable
household incole spent or saved:

Food 0.49 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.40
clotbing 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
Other 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33

savings 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18

Rates of growth of bousehold
consUiption and savings:

ConsUiption 5.46 5.69 5.90 6.12
Food 4.78 4.92 5.04 5.08
Clothing 6.38 6.48 6.54 6.61
otber 6.34 6.65 6.95 7.30

savings 7.17 7.31 7.45 7.60

if Local currency units.
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Figure XIII. Household consumption and household savings
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Levels of household consumption for the various broad commodity groups over
the projection period are presented in figure XIV.

c. Growth in household consumption

The growth in household consumption over a given projection interval equals
the difference between the household consumption at the end of the interval and
the household consumption at its beginning. For the interval 0 - 5, the growth in
total household consumption, 88.5, is obtained as:

88.5 - 378.7 - 290.3, (16)

where 290.3 and 378.7 are, respectively, household consumption at the beginning
and the end of the interval (shown in the first two columns of table 56
corresponding to years 0 and 5 respectively).

d. Growth in household consumption by broad COmmodity ~roups

The increase in household consumption in each broad commodity group over
an interval is obtained as the difference between the levels of household
consumption in that group at the end and the beginning of the interval. For
example, the growth of household consumption of food over the 0-5 interval, 43.9,
is:

43.9 - 210.5 - 166.7, (17)

where 166.7 and 210.5 are, respectively, the levels of household consumption of
food in years 0 and 5.

e. Growth in household savinis

The growth in household savings over a given interval can be obtained as
the difference between household savings at the end of the interval and household
savings at its beginning. For the interval 0-5, the growth in household savings,
19.6, is:

19.6 - 66.8 - 47.3, ~ (18)

where 47.3 and 66.8 are, respectively, household savings at the beginning and the
end of the interval (see table 56, columns corresponding to years 0 and 5).

(ii) Indicators of the spendini pattern of household

To obtain the proportions of total disposable income spent on various
commodities or saved, it is initially necessary to obtain the total disposable
household income.

a. Disposable household income'

Disposable household income for the end of a given projection interval can
be obtained as the product of average disposable household income and the number
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Figure XIV. Household consumption by broad groups
(food, clothing and other)
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of households at that date. Thus, the disposable household income for the end
of the interval 0-5, 445.6 (in millions of local currency units), is obtained as
follows:

445.6 = [ (271.9) (1,638.7) ]/1,000, (19)

where 271.9 is the average disposable household income in year 5 and 1,638.7 is
the number of households in that year, in thousands (see table 52).

b. Proportions Qf dispQsable hQusehold incQme spent Qn
iQQds and services in brQad CQmmQdity srQUps

FQr the end Qf a given interval, each of these prQportiQns can be Qbtained
as the ratiQ Qf the level Qf hQusehold cQnsumption of gOQds and services in a
given brQad cQmmQdity grQup tQ the level of dispQsable hQusehQld incQme. Thus,
the prQpQrtiQn Qf hQusehold disposable incQme spent Qn fQQd at the end Qf the
interval 0-5, 0.47, is:

0.47 - 210.5/445.6, (20)

where 210.5 and 445.6 are, respectively, the level Qf hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn of
fQQd and the dispQsable hQusehQld income in year 5.

c. PrQpQrtion Qf disposable hQusehold incQme saved

The prQpQrtiQn Qf dispQsable hQusehQld incQme saved at a given date can be
Qbtained as a ratio Qf hQusehQld savings tQ disposable hQusehQld incQme at that
date. Thus, for the end of the prQjectiQn interval 0-5, this prQportion, 0.15,
is Qbtained as fQ11Qws:

0.15 - 66.8/445.6,

where 66.8 is the level Qf household savings in year 5.

(21)

The prQpQrtiQns of disposable household income spent on gQQds and services
in brQad cQmmQdity groups and saved fQr the various dates are presented in table
56. The prQpQrtiQns Qbtained fQr the initial and the terminal year of the
20-year prQjectiQn periQd are alsQ shown in figure XV.

(iii) Rates Qf irQwth Qf hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and sayinas

Rates Qf grQwth Qf hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn can be calculated fQr hQuseho1d
consumption and for household consumption by brQad cQmmQdity grQups. AlsQ, it
is pQssible to cQmpute rates Qf growth of hQusehQld savings.

a. The rate Qf irowth of hQuseho1d cQnsumptiQn

If the growth in household cQnsumptiQn is assumed tQ Qccur Qver discrete
intervals, the average annual growth rate Qf household consumption for a given
interval is Qbtained using the geometric grQwth rate formula. For the prQjection
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Figure XV. Proportions of disposable household income spent
or saved in the initial and the terminal years
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interval 0-5, this annual growth rate, 5.46 per cent (table 56), is obtained as
follows:

5.46 - [ (378.7/290.3)1/5 - 1 ] . 100, (22)

where 290.3 and 378.7 are the levels of total household consumption in years 0
and 5, respectively, and 5 is the length of the interval.

Rates of growth of household consumption over the 20-year projection
period, which were computed using the geometric growth rate formula, are shown
in table 56 and illustrated in figure XVI.

If the planner assumes that growth in household consumption is continuous,
the average annual growth rate of total household consumption for a given
interval is obtained by substituting the same data as above in the exponential
growth rate formula. For the projection interval 0-5, this annual growth rate,
5.32 per cent, is obtained as follows:

5.32 - In (378.7 / 290.3) / 5 ] . 100; (23)

..

Though they are similar, the exponential rate of growth will be somewhat
smaller than the geometric rate of growth.

b. Rates of &rowth of household consumption by
broad cOmmodity &roups

Assuming discrete growth, the rates of increase in household consumption
by broad commodity groups can be obtained in a way analogous to that of
calculating the rate of growth of total household consumption. Thus, the rate
of increase of household consumption of food for the interval 0-5,4.78 per cent,
is:

4.78 - [ (210.5 / 166.7)1/5 - I ] . 100; (24)

."

where 166.7 and 210.5 are the levels of household consumption of food in years
o and 5, respectively.

Geometric rates of growth of household consumption by broad commodity
groups over the 20-year projection interval are shown in table 56 and figure
XVII. As might be expected, the "other" category is projected to grow more
rapidly than food or clothing.

If continuous growth is assumed, rates of household consumption by sector
would be calculated using the exponential growth rate formula. The calculations
would be performed as indicated by equation (25).

c. The rate of &rowth of household sayin&s

Assuming that household savings grow over discrete intervals, the average
annual growth rate of household savings for a given interval is obtained by means
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Figure XVI. Rates of growth of household consumption
and household savings
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Figure XVII. Rates of growth of household consumption
by broad commodity groups
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of the geometric growth rate formula. For the projection interval 0-5, this
annual growth rate, 7.18 per cent (table 56), is obtained as follows:

7.18 = [ (66.8 / 47.3 ) 1/5 - 1 ] . 100; (26)

where 47.3 and 66.8 are the levels of household savings in years 0 and 5,
respectively.

Rates of growth of household savings over the entire projection period
which were computed using the geometric growth rate formula are shown in table
56 and figure XVI. As might be expected, savings is projected to grow more
rapidly than consumption.

If it is assumed that growth in household savings is continuous, the
average annual growth rate of household savings for a given interval is obtained
by substituting the same data as above in the exponential growth rate formula.
For the projection interval 0-5, this annual growth rate, 6.90 per cent, is
obtained as follows:

6.90 - [ In (66.8 / 47.3) / 5 ] . 100; (27)

As is to be expected, the exponential growth rate of savings is slightly
less than the geometric growth rate.

2. Urban-rural projection

The procedure for projecting household consumption and savings for urban
and rural areas is similar to that for the country as a whole. This example will
illustrate calculations by which urban and rural projections can be preparedusing
the inputs for urban areas shown in table 57 and the inputs for rural areas shown
in table 58. These inputs include projected levels of average disposable
household income, projected numbers of households and projected average household
sizes. The tables also show estimates of the coefficients of linear consumption
and savings functions of the demand system with endogenous savings, which come
from table 47 in the case of urban areas and table 48 in the case of rural areas.
The intercepts of those functions have been adjusted as described in the annex.

The example will focus on calculations that are unique to linear functions,
those that involve both consumption and savings functions and calculations that
are related to procedures unique to urban-rural projections.

(a) Ayeraie household consumption and sayinis

As in the national projection, it is initially necessary to project levels
of average household consumption by commodity group and level of average
household savings.

In the case of linear functions, those levels can be obtained directly by
evaluating the functions. In this example, it can be done by using projected
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Table 57. Inputs for projecting household consUlption and savings
for urban areas

PABEL A. Projected average disposable household incole, nUJber of households
and average household size

Year

Variable 0 5 10 15 20

Average disposable household 302.7 304.0 324.2 353.4 393.1
incole (in LCUs) AI

Nu1ber of households 481.5 671.3 885.6 1 148.0 1 464.6
(in thousands)

Average household size 6.20 6.06 6.02 5.83 5.56
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PABEL B:. Estilates of the coefficients of linear consUlption and savings
functions of the deland systel with endogenous savings

Couodity Adjusted Disposable Household
groupl intercept incote size
savings coefficient hI coefficient ~ coefficient ~I

Food 34.08062 0.33721 1.36859
Clothing 0.28452 0.06946 0.26599
Housing 2.24194 0.03978 -0.88636
Fuel and light 14.74116 0.01237 0.35948
Durables -5.36740 0.12418 -1.59126
Transportation 0.09662 0.01320 -0.02436
Personal care 1.09131 0.02127 -0.03624
Recreation 4.90758 0.04781 -0.23879
other services -0.27590 0.05283 -0.56668

savings -51.79727 0.28188 1.34961

AI Local currency units.
hI Fro. table 69, col. 7.
t;.1 FrOI table 47, col. 3.
~I Fro. table 47, col. 4.
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Table 58. Inputs for projecting household consUlption and savinqs
for rural areas

PANEL A. Projected average disposable household lncoae, nober of households
and average household size

Year

Variable 0 5 10 15 20

Average disposable household 182.2 232.5 293.0 366.3 459.3
incole (in LCUs) AI

HUlbar of households 989.3 968.1 970.1 991.2 1 022.2
(in thousands)

Average household size 7.09 7.37 7.48 7.50 7.34
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PANEL B. Estiaates of the coefficients of linear consUlption and savinqs
functions of the deaand systel with endoqenous savings

Couodity Adjusted Disposable Household
groupi intercept incole size

savings coefficient 'r1I coefficient QI coefficient dl

Food 15.43033 0.34160 2.10492
Clothing -4.29383 0.07514 0.43491
Housing -3.43975 0.09228 -0.87302
Fuel and light 5.58571 0.02704 0.39781
Durables -3.01791 0.06095 -0.01737
Transportation -0.48090 0.02034 -0.11082
Personal care 1.30537 0.02325 -0.04822
Recreation 1.20612 0.02854 0.17195
other services -0.39484 0.03718 -0.11941

savinqs -11.23099 0.29368 -2.03719

AI Local currency units.
'r1I FrOI table 70, col. 7.
QI Fro. table 48, col. 3.
~/ Fro. table 48, col. 4.
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average disposable household incomes and projected average household sizes for
urban and rural areas. Table 59 illustrates the evaluation of linear consumption
and savings functions for the urban areas for end of the projection interval 0-5.

In particular, the levels of average household consumption for each
commodity group in the urban areas in year 5 (column 7), is obtained by adding
to the adjusted urban intercept coefficient for the commodity group in question
(column 2) the sum of two products. The first product is obtained as the
estimate of the urban disposable household income coefficient for the commodity
group (column 3), multiplied by the projected urban average disposable household
income in year 5 (co1~ 5). The second product is that of the estimate of the
urban household size coefficient for the commodity group (column 4) and the
projected urban average household size in year 5 (column 6).

For example, the level of average household consumption for food for the
urban areas in year 5, 144.88612, is obtained as:

144.88612 - 34.08062 + [ (0.33721) (304.0) ] + [ (1.36859) (6.06» ],

where 34.08062 is the adjusted intercept coefficient for food, 0.33721 is the
estimate of the household income coefficient in the urban consumption function
for food and 304.0 is the projected urban level of average disposable household
income in year 5. The estimate of the coefficient of average household size in
the same function is 1.36859 while 6.06 is the projected average urban household
size in year 5.

Average household savings for urban areas in year 5 is derived in a manner
that is analogous to obtaining average household consumption levels for those
areas. Thus, the level of average urban household savings in year 5, 42.07288
(the derivation of the figure is also illustrated in table 59), is obtained as
follows:

42.07288 - -51.79727 + [ (0.28188) (304.0) ] + [ (1.34961) (6.06) ],

where -51. 79727 is the adjusted intercept coefficient in the urban savings
function, 0.28188 is the estimate of the urban disposable household income
coefficient and 304.0 is the projected urban average disposable household income
in year 5. The estimate of the coefficient of average household size is 1.34961,
while 6.06 is the projected urban average household size in year 5.

Performing the calculations illustrated above for urban and rural areas for
the relevant dates over the entire projection period produces the projected
levels of average household consumption and savings for the two areas for the
entire period. The levels obtained for urban and rural areas as part of this
illustrative example are shown respectively in tables 60 and 61.

The higher levels of average household consumption in urban areas reflects
the higher level of urban average disposable household income.



Table 59. Derivinq levels of average household constlllption by caIIIOdity group and
average household savings for urban areas: end of projection interval 0-5
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Table 60. Projected levels of average household consUlption by couodity
group and average household savings for urban areas

(LCUs) l/

Year
COllodity
group/ 0 5 10 15 20
savings

Food 144.6 144.8 151.6 161.2 174.2
Clothing 22.9 23.0 24.4 26.3 29.0
Housing 8.7 8.9 9.8 11.1 12.9
Fuel and light 20.7 20.6 20.9 21.2 21.6
Durables 22.3 22.7 25.3 29.2 34.6
Transportation 3.9 3.9 4.2 4.6 5.1
Personal care 7.3 7.3 7.7 8.3 9.2
Recreation 17.8 17.9 18.9 20.4 22.3
Other services 12.2 12.3 13.4 15.0 17.3

savings 41.8 42.0 47.7 55.6 66.5

M Local currency units.
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Table 61. Projected levels of average household coDSUIption by cooodity
group and average household savings for rural areas

(LCDs) i/

Year
Couodity
groupI 0 5 10 15 20
savings

Food 92.6 110.3 131.2 156.3 187.7
Clothing 12.4 16.3 20.9 26.4 33.4
Housing 7.1 11.5 17.0 23.8 32.5
Fuel and light 13.3 14.8 16.4 18.4 20.9
Durables 7.9 11.0 14.7 19.1 24.8
Transportation 2.4 3.4 4.6 6.1 8.0
Personal care 5.2 6.3 7.7 9.4 11.6
Recreation 7.6 9.1 10.8 12.9 15.5
Other services 5.5 7.3 9.6 12.3 15.8

savings 27.8 42.0 59.5 81.0 108.7

AI Local currency units.
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(b) Levels of household consumption and savin~s

Projected levels of household consumption and savings in urban and rural
areas can be obtained in a way analogous to that used to derive projected levels
of household consumption and savings at the national level. In particular, those
levels can be derived as products of projected levels of average household
consumption and savings, on the one hand, and the pro jected numbers of
households, on the other. Projected levels of household consumption and savings
for urban and rural areas over the 20-year projection period are shown in tables
62 and 63.

Projected levels of household consumption and savings can be aggregated
across locations to obtain levels of household consumption and savings for the
entire country. The levels of consumption and savings for the country as a
whole, which are obtained as part of this example, are indicated in table 64.

Levels of household consumption and savings obtained for urban and rural
areas, as well as for the entire country for the 20-year projection period, are
also shown in figures XVIII and XIX.

(c) Other results

As part of an urban-rural projection it is also possible to calculate a
number of derived indicators, some of which can be obtained in the course of
making a national projection. Those indicators include various household
consumption and savings aggregates, indicators of the spending pattern of
households and the various rates of growth of household consumption and savings.
The results for the country as a whole also include the proportions of national
household consumption and savings that are urban and rural. The results obtained
for urban and rural areas and the entire country in the course of preparing this
example are presented in tables 65 through 67, respectively. Those indicators
(except the proportions urban and rural) can be calculated using the steps
illustrated in connection with the national projection.

(i) Proportions of national household conSumption urban and rural

The proportion of household consumption that is urban at the end of the
projection interval is calculated as the ratio of household consumption in urban
areas to household consumption for the date. For the end of the interval 0-5,
the proportion of national household consumption that is urban, 0.49, is obtained
as:

0.49 - 175.8 / 360.2; (45)

where 175.8 is household consumption in the urban areas and 360.2 is household
consumption for the entire country in year 5 (see tables 63 and 65,
respectively) .

The proportion of national household consumption that is rural, 0.51, is
calculated as a complement of the proportion urban:
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Table 62. Projected levels of bousehold coDSuaption by couodity
group and bousehold savings for urban areas

(MillioDS of LCUs) J./

Couodity
group o 5

Year

10 15 20

Food 69.6 97.2 134.2 185.0 255.2
Clothing 11.0 15.4 21.6 30.2 42.5
Housing 4.2 6.0 8.6 12.7 18.9
Fuel and light 9.9 13.8 18.5 24.3 31.6
Durables 10.7 15.2 22.4 33.5 SO.6
Transportation 1.8 2.6 3.7 5.3 7.5
Personal care 3.5 4.9 6.8 9.6 13.5
Recreation 8.6 12.0 16.7 23.4 32.7
other services 5.8 8.2 11.9 17.3 25.3

savings 20.1 28.2 42.2 63.9 97.4

J./ Local currency units.
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Table 63. Projected levels of household coDSUlption by couodity
group and household savings for rural areas

(Millions of LeOs) II

Couodity
groupi

savings
o 5

Year

10 15 20

Food 91.6 106.8 127.3 154.9 191.9
Clothing 12.3 15.8 20.3 26.2 34.1
Housing 7.1 11.2 16.5 23.6 33.2
Fuel and light 13.1 14.3 15.9 18.3 21.3
Durables 7.8 10.6 14.2 19.0 25.4
Transportation 2.4 3.3 4.5 6.0 8.2
Personal care 5.1 6.1 7.5 9.3 11.8
Recreation 7.5 8.8 10.5 12.8 15.9
other services 5.4 7.1 9.3 12.2 16.1

savings 27.5 40.7 57.8 80.3 111.1

il Local currency units.
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Table 64. Projected levels of household consUiption by couodity
group and household savinqs for the entire country

(Millions of LCUs) AI

Couodity
group/

savinqs
o 5

Year

10 15 20

Food 161.2 204.1 261.6 340.0 447.1
Clothing 23.4 31.3 41.9 56.5 76.7
Housing 11.3 17.2 25.2 36.3 52.2
Fuel and light 23.1 28.2 34.5 42.6 53.0
Durables 18.6 25.9 36.6 52.5 76.0
Transportation 4.3 5.9 8.2 11.3 15.7
Personal care 8.6 11.0 14.4 19.0 25.4
Recreation 16.1 20.8 27.3 36.2 48.6
other services 11.3 15.4 21.2 29.5 41.5

savings 47.7 68.9 100.0 144.2 208.5

AI Local currency units.
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Figure XVIII. Household consumption: urban,
rural and national
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Figure XIX. Household savings: urban,
rural and national
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Table 65. Household consUlption and savings aggregates, indicators of
the pattern of household spending and rates of household
consUlption and savings change for urban areas

Year

Indicators o 5 10 15 20

Household consUlption and savings aggregates (in lillions of LCUs) !I

Levels of household consUlption and savings:

ConsUlption 125.5 175.8 244.8 341.7 478.3

Food 69.6 97.2 134.2 185.0 255.2
Clothing 11.0 15.4 21.6 30.2 42.5
Other 44.8 63.1 88.9 126.3 180.5

savings 20.1 28.2 42.2 63.9 97.4

Growth in household consUiption and savings:

ConsUiption 50.2 69.0 96.9 136.5

Food 27.6 37.0 SO.7 70.1
Clothing 4.3 6.1 8.6 12.2
Other 18.2 25.8 37.4 54.1

savings 8.0 14.0 21.6 33.4

Indicators of the household spending pattern

Proportions of total disposable household incole spent or saved:

Food 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.44
Clothing 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07
Other 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.31

savings 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16

Rates of growth of household consUlption and savings:

consUlption 6.96 6.84 6.89 6.95

Food 6.90 6.66 6.62 6.63
Clothing 6.92 6.94 6.98 7.04
Other 7.06 7.10 7.27 7.39

Savings 6.96 8.39 8.63 8.78

!I Local currency units.
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Table 66. Household eonsUiption and savillCJS aggregates, indicators of
the pattern of household spending and rates of household
consUiption and savings change for rural areas

Year

Indicators o 5 10 15 20

Household eonsUiption and savings aggregates (in lillions of LCOs) il

Levels of household consUiption and savings:

ConsUiption 152.7 184.3 226.4 282.7 358.3

Food 91.6 106.8 127.3 154.9 191.9
Clothing 12.3 15.8 20.3 26.2 34.1
Other 48.7 61.6 78.7 101.4 132.2

savings 27.5 40.7 57.8 80.3 111.1

Growth in household consUiption and savings:

ConsUiption 31.6 42.0 56.2 75.6

Food 15.2 20.4 27.6 36.9
Clothing 3.5 4.4 5.9 7.8
Other 12.9 17.0 22.7 30.7

savings 13.1 17.1 22.5 30.7

Indicators of the household spending pattern

Proportions of total disposable household ineoJe spent or saved:

Food 0.50 0.47 0.44 0.42 0.40
Clothing 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
Other 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.28

savings 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.23

Rates of growth of household eonsUiption and savings:

ConsUiption 3.84 4.19 4.53 4.85

Food 3.12 3.57 4.00 4.37
Clothing 5.13 5.11 5.23 5.39
other 4.80 5.00 5.20 5.44

savings 8.12 7.26 6.81 6.69

AI Local currency units.
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Table 67. Household consUlption and savings aggregates, indicators of
the pattern of household spending and rates of household
consUlption and savings change for the entire country

Year

Indicators o 5 10 15 20

Household consUlption and savings aggregates (in Jillions of LaJs) J./

Levels of household consUlption and savings:
ConsUlption 278.2 360.2

Food 161.2 204.1
Clothinq 23.4 31.3
other 93.6 124.7

savings 47.7 68.9

471.2
261.6
41.9

167.6
100.0

624.4
340.0
56.5

227.8
144.2

836.6
447.1
76.7

312.7
208.5

212.2
107.0
20.1
84.9
64.2

153.1
78.4
14.5
60.1
44.2

111.0
57.5
10.6
42.8
31.1

Growth in household consUlption and savings:
ConsUlption 81.9

Food 42.8
Clothing 7.9
other 31.1

savings 21.2

Indicators of the household spending pattern

Proportions of total disposable household incoJe spent or saved:
Food 0.49 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.42
Clothing 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
other 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29
savings 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19

Indicators of the distribution of consUlption and savings:

Proportions of the total consUlption
Urban 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.57
Rural 0.54 0.51 0.48 0.45 0.42

Proportions of savings
Urban 0.42 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46
Rural 0.57 0.59 0.57 0.55 0.53

Rates of growth of household consUlption and savinqs:
ConsUlption 5.29 5.52

Food 4.82 5.09
Clothing 5.99 6.03
other 5.91 6.08

savings 7.64 7.73

5.79
5.38
6.14
6.32
7.59

6.02
5.62
6.29
6.54
7.64

AI Local currency units.
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(46)

where 0.49 is the proportion of national household consumption that is urban.

Proportions of household consumption that are urban and rural over the
entire projection period are displayed in table 67 and illustrated in figure XX.

(ii) Proportions of national household sayin~s urban and rural

The proportion of national household savings that is urban is calculated
as the ratio of household savings in urban areas to household savings in the
entire country. For the end of the interval 0-5, the proportion of national
household savings that is urban, 0.41, is obtained as:

0.41 = 28.2 / 68.9; (47)

where 28.2 is household savings in urban areas and 68.9 is household savings for
the entire country in year 5 (tables 65 and 67).

The proportion of national household savings that is rural, 0.59, is
calculated as a complement of the relevant proportion urban:

0.59 = 1 - 0.41;

where 0.41 is the proportion of national household savings that is urban.

(48)

Proportions of household savings that are urban and rural over the 20-year
projection period are indicated in table 57 and in figure XXI.

The proportion of total savings accounted for by urban areas is projected
to increase in spite of the more rapid projected growth in average household
savings in rural areas, owing to the much more rapid expected growth in the
number of urban households.

E. Summary

This chapter has described the method for preparing household consumption
and savings projections that uses alternative per-household demand systems that
respectively treat savings as exogenous or endogenous. The method can be used
to make national or urban-rural projections. As part of the description of the
method, the procedures that are based on alternative demand systems have been
presented. In additioq, the types of inputs required by the method have been
described and methods for preparing those inputs were discussed. Lastly, an
example of a national projection using log-linear consumption functions of the
demand system with exogenous savings has been presented. Also, an example of an
urban-rural projection using linear consumption and savings functions of the
demand system with endogenous savings has been described. A complete listing of
the outputs that can be generated by the method is shown in box 20.
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Figure XX. Proportions of household consumption
that are urban and rural
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Figure XXI. Proportions of household savings
that are urban and rural

Proportion
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Box 20

outputs of the lethod for laking household consUlption and
savings projections using per-household deland systelS

1. _ehold cOIlSUIPtion b.Y couodit,y group and household sayings (national or urban, rural and
national)

2. Household CODSIlIJ)1:ion and savings aggregates (national or urban, rural and national)

Levels of household consUiption and savings

Total consUlption

Broad couodity groups

savings

Growth in household consUlption and savings

Total consUlption

Broad couodity groups

savings

3. Indicators of the sending Wtern of households (national or urban, rural and national)
Proportions of disposable household incole spent or saved

Broad couodity groups

savings

4. Indicators of the rural-urban distribution of household conslllPtion and SAyings (national
only; if urban and rural household consUlption and savings are being projected)

Proportions of total household consUlption
Urban
Rural

Proportions of household savings
Urban
Rural

S. The rates of growth of household COns_ion and SAyings (national or urban, rural
and national)

Total consUlption
Broad couodity groups

savings
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F. Notation and eguations

1. Indices. variables and special symbols

(a) List of indices

g

h

j

k

t

t'

1, ... ,G

1, ... ,H

1,2

are commodity groups

are broad commodity groups

is the cluster of households

are urban and rural locations

is the year of the projection period

is the calendar year

(b) List of variables

ADHI(j)

ADHI(t')

ADHI(t+S)

AF(t+S)

AHC(g,j)

AHC(g,t')

AHC(g,t+S)

AHC*(g,t+S)

is the average disposable household income in
household cluster j

is the average disposable household income in
year t'

is the average disposable household income at the
end of the interval

is the adjustment factor applying to the
preliminary levels of average household
consumption by commodity group or average
household savings at the end of the interval

is the average household consumption of goods and
services in commodity group g in household
cluster j

is the average household consumption of goods and
services in commodity group g in year t'

is the average household consumption of goods and
services in commodity group g at the end of the
interval

is the preliminary level of average household
consumption of goods and services in commodity
group g at the end of the interval



AHE(j)

AHE(t')

AHE(t+S)

AHS(j)

AHS(t')

AHS(t+S)

AHSV(j)

AHSV(t')

AHSV(t+S)

AHSV*(t+S)

ASVR(t+S)

DHI(t+S)

EGRHC

EGRHC(h)

EGRHSV

GGRHC

GGRHC(h)

GGRHSV
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is the mean average household expenditure in
cluster j

is the total per-household expenditure in year t'

is the average household expenditure at the end
of the interval

is the average household size in household
cluster j

is the average household size in year t'

is the average household size at the end of the
interval

is the mean level of per-household savings in
cluster j

is the level of per-household savings in year t'

is the average household savings at the end of
the interval

is the preliminary estimate of average household
savings at the end of the interval

is the average savings ratio at the end of the
interval

is the disposable household income at the end of
the interval

is the average annual exponential growth rate of
household consumption for the interval

is the average annual exponential growth rate of
household consumption in broad commodity group h
for the interval

is the average annual exponential growth rate of
household savings for the interval

is the average annual geometric growth rate of
household consumption for the interval

is the average annual geometric growth rate of
household consumption in broad commodity group h
for the interval

is the average annual geometric growth rate of
household savings for the interval



HC(g,t+S)

HC(h,t+S)

HC(k,t+S)

HC(t+S)

HCGR

HCGR(h)

HCRUR(t+S)

HCURB(t+S)

HSV(k,t+S)

HSV(t+S)

HSVGR

HSVRUR(t+S)

HSVURB(t+S)

NH(t+S)

PRHC(h,t+S)
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is the household consumption of goods and
services in commodity group g at the end of the
interval

is the household consumption of goods and
services in broad commodity group h at the end of
the interval

is the level of household consumption in location
k at the end of the interval

is the household consumption at the end of the
interval

is the growth of household consumption during the
interval

is the growth of household consumption in broad
commodity group h during the interval

is the proportion of national household
consumption that is rural at the end of the
interval

is the proportion of national household
consumption that is urban at the end of the
interval

is household savings in location k at the end of
the interval

is household savings at the end of the interval

is the growth of household savings during the
interval

is the proportion of national household savings
that is rural at the end of t~e interval

is the proportion of national household savings
that is urban at the end of the interval

is the number of households at the end of the
interval

is the proportion of disposable household income
spent on consumption of goods and services in
broad C6mmodity group h at the end of the
interval



PRHSV(t+S)

(c) List of special symbols

A

a

a(g)

a*

a*(g)

antiln

b

b(g)

b*
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is the proportion of disposable household income
saved at the end of the interval

is an aggregation procedure indicating the way
household consumption levels by commodity groups
are aggregated to obtain household consumption
levels by broad commodity groups

is the intercept coefficient of the linear
savings function in the demand system with
endogenous savings. It is the slope coefficient
in the multiplicative function.

is the intercept coefficient of the linear
consumption function for commodity group g. It
is the slope coefficient for the multiplicative
consumption functions.

is the estimate of the intercept coefficient of
the linear savings function in the demand system
with endogenous savings. It is an estimate of
the slope coefficient in the multiplicative
function.

is the estimate of the intercept coefficient of
the linear consumption function for commodity
group g in the demand system. It is an estimate
of the slope coefficient in the multiplicative
function.

is the antilogarithm of the natural logarithm

is the partial coefficient of average disposable
household income in the linear savings function
in the demand system with endogenous savings. It
is the exponent in the multiplicative function.

is the partial coefficient of average household
expenditure or average disposable household
income in the linear consumption function for
commodity group g. It is the exponent of average
household expenditure in the multiplicative
function.

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of
average disposable household income in the linear
or savings function in the demand system with
endogenous savings. It is an estimate of the
exponent in the multiplicative function.



b*(g)

c

c(g)

c*

c*(g)

G

H

1n

u(g,j)

u(j)

[lna(g) ]*

[lna]*
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is the estimate of the partial coefficient of
average household expenditure (or average
disposable household income) in the linear
consumption function for commodity group g. It
is an estimate of the exponent in the
multiplicative function.

is the partial coefficient of the household size
variable in the linear or non-linear savings
function in the demand system with endogenous
savings

is the partial coefficient of average household
size in the linear consumption function for
commodity group g. It is the exponent of average
household size in the multiplicative function.

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of
average household size in the linear savings
function in the demand system with endogenous
savings. It is an estimate of the exponent in
the multiplicative function.

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of
average household size in the linear consumption
function for commodity group g. It is an
estimate of the exponent in the multiplicative
function.

is the number of commodity groups

is the number of broad commodity groups

is the natural logarithm

is the random disturbance term for commodity
group g in cluster j

\
is the random disturbance term for cluster j

is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept
coefficient of the log-linear consumption
function for commodity group g

is the estimate of the logarithm of the intercept
coefficient of the non-linear savings function in
the dema~ system with endogenous savings
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2. EQuations

A. The technique

1. Overview

2. National level

(a) Procedure based on the demand system with exosenous savin&s

(i) Consumption functions

AHC(g,t') = a(g) + b(g) . AHE(t') + c(g) . AHS(t');

g = 1, ... ,G

AHC(g,t') = a(g) . AHE(t,)b(9) . AHS(t')C(9);

g = 1, ... ,G

1nAHC(g,t') = 1na(g) + b(g) . lnAHE(t') + c(g) . 1nAHS(t');

g = 1, ... ,G

(ii) Averase household consumption and savin&s

a. Avera&e household expenditure

AHE(t+S) - ADHI(t+S) . [ 1- ASVR(t+S) ];

b. Ayerase household consumption by cOmmodity sroup

AHC(g,t+S) - a*(g) + b*(g) . AHE(t+S) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S);

g = 1, ... ,G

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)AHC*(g,t+S) - a*(g) . AHE(t+S)b*(9) . AHS(t+S)C*(9);

g - 1, ... ,G

1nAHC*(g,t+S) = [lna(g)]* + b*(g) . AHE(t+S) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S); (7)

g = 1, ... ,G
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AHC*(g,t+S) = anti1n[ 1nAHC*(g,t+S) ];

g = 1, ... ,G

c. Adjusted levels of average household consumption
by commodity group

G
AF(t+S) = AHE(t+S) / [ ~ AHC*(g,t+S) ];

g=l

AHC(g,t+S) = AHC*(g,t+S) . AF(t+S);

g=l, ... ,G

d. Average household savings

AHSV(t+S) = ADHI(t+S) - AHE(t+S);

(iii) Household consumption and savin&s

HC(g,t+S) = AHC(g,t+S) . NH(t+S);

g=l, ... ,G

HSV(t+S) = AHSV(t+S) . NH(t+S);

(iv) Other results

a. Household consumption and savings a&&re&ates

i. Total household consumption

G
HC(t+S) ~ HC(g,t+S);

g=l

b. Household consumption by broad COmmodity &roups

HC(h,t+5) = A [ HC(g,t+5) ];

h=l, ... ,H

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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i. GrQwth in tQta1 hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn

HCGR - HC(t+S) - HC(t); (16)

ii. Growth Qf hQusehQld consumption by brQad CQmmQdity &roups

HCGR(h) - HC(h,t+S) - HC(h,t);

iii. GrQwth in hQusehQld savin~s

HSVGR - HSV(t+S) - HSV(t);

b. IndicatQrs Qf the spendin~ patterns Qf hQusehQlds

i. DispQsable hQusehQld incQme

DHI(t+S) - ADHI(t+S) . NH(t+S);

ii. PrQpQrtiQns Qf dispQsab1e hQusehQld incQme spent Qn
iQQds and services by brQad CQmmQdity irQups

PRHC(h,t+S) - HC(h,t+S) / DHI(t+S);

h-1, ... ,H

b. PrQpQrtiQn Qf tQta1 dispQsable incQme sayed

PRHSV(t+S) - HSV(t+S) / DHI(t+S);

c. Rates Qf irQwth Qf hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn and sayinis

i. The rate Qf irQwth Qf hQusehQ1d cQnsumptiQn

GGRHC - [ ( HC(t+S) / HC(t) )1/5 - 1 ] . 100;

EGRHC - [ In ( HC(t+S)/HC(t) ) / 5 ] . 100;

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)
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ii. Rates of growth of household consumption by broad
commodity groups

GGRHC(h) = [ ( HC(h, t+5)/HC(h, t) )1/5 - 1 ] . 100;

h=l, ... ,H

(24)

EGRHC(h) In ( HC(h,t+5)/HC(h,t) ) / 5 ] . 100;

h = 1, ... ,H

iii. The rate of growth of household savings

(25)

GGRHSV = (HSV(t+5)/HSV(t) )1/5 - 1 ] . 100;

EGRHSV = [ In ( HSV(t+5)/HSV(t) ) / 5 ] . 100;

(b) Procedure based on the demand system with endogenous savings

(i) Consumption functions

AHC(g,t') = a(g) + b(g) . ADHI(t') + c(g) . AHS(t');

g=l, ... ,G

AHC(g,t') - a(g) . ADHI(t,)b(IJ) . AHS(t')C(9);

g-l, ... ,G

\
lnAHC(g,t') - Ina(g) + b(g) . lnADHI(t') + c(g) . lnAHS(t');

g-1, ... ,G

(ii) Savings function

AHSV(t') - a • b' ADHI(t') • c . ;AHS(t');

AHSV(t') = a + ADHI(t')b + AHS(t')C;

(26)

(27) ,

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)
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lnAHSV(t') - lna + b . lnADHI(t') + c . lnAHS(t');

(iii) Averaze household consumption and savin~s

a. Levels of per-household consumption by commodity Zroup

AHC(g,t+S) - a*(g) + b*(g) . ADHI(t+S) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S);

g=l, ... ,G

AHC* (g , t+S) - a* (g) . ADHI (t+S )b*(9) . AHS (t+S )C*(9) ;

g-l, ... ,G

(33) ,

(34)

(3S)

lnAHC*(g, t+S) - [lna(g)]* + b*(g) . ADHI(t+S) + c*(g) . AHS(t+S); (36)

g=l, ... ,G

AHC*(g,t+S) = antiln[ lnAHC*(g,t+S) ];

g=l, ... ,G

b. The level of per-household savinis

AHSV(t+S) - a* + b* . ADHI(t+S) + c* . AHS(t+S);

AHSV*(t+S) = a* . ADHI(t+S)b* . AHS(t+S)c*;

lnAHSV*(t+S) - [lna]* + b* . ADHI(t+S) + c* . AHS(t+S);

AHSV*(t+S) - antiln[ lnAHSV*(t+S) ];

c. Levels of averaie household consumption by cOmmodity
irouP and averaie household savinis

G
AF(t+S) - ADHI(t+S) / [ ~ AHC*(g,t+S) + AHSV*(t+S) ]

g-l

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)
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AHC(g,t+5) - AHC*(g,t+5) . AF(t+5);

g - 1, ... ,G

AHSV(t+5) - AHSV*(t+5) . AF(t+5);

2. Urban-rural level

(a) PrQcedure based on the demand systems with eXQienQus savinis

i. CQnsumptiQn functiQns

ii. Levels Qf averaie hQusehQld cQnsumptiQn and savinis

iii. Levels Qf hQusehold consumption and sayinis

iv. Other results

a. Proportions of national household conSumption that
are urban or rural

HCURB(t+5) - HC(I,t+5) / HC(t+5);

HCRUR(t+5) - I - HCURB(t+5);

b. Proportions of national household savinis that
are urban or rural

HSVURB(t+5) - HSV(I,t+5) / HSV(t+5);

HSVRUR(t+5) - I - HSVURB(t+5);

(b) Procedure based on the demand system with endoienous sayin&s

i. Consumption and savinis functions

ii. Levels of ayeraie hQusehold consumption and Savin&S

iii. Levels of household consumption and savinis and other results

(43)

(44) .

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)
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B. ThEil inputs

1. Types of inputs required

2. Preparation of the inputs

(a) Assumptions on the averaie sayinis ratio

(b) Estimates of functions of alternative demand systems

(i) Cross-sectional data

(ii) Procedures to estimate alternative demand systems

a. Demand system with exoienous savinis

AHC(g,j) = a(g) + b(g) . AHE(j) + c(g) . AHS(j) + u(g,j);

g = 1, ... ,G

(49)

lnAHC(g, j) = lna(g) + b(g) . lnAHE(j) + c(g) . lnAHS(j) + u(g, j); (50)

g=l, ... ,G

a*(g) = antiln [lna(g)]*;

g = 1, ... , G

b. Demand system with end0ienous sayinis

i. Consumption functions

AHC(g,j) = a(g) + b(g) . ADHI(j) + c(g) . AHS(j) + u(g,j);

g=l, ... ,G

(51)

(52)

lnAHC(g, j) = lna(g) + b(g) . lnADHI(j) + c(g) . lnAHS(j) + u(j); (53)

g = 1, ... ,G

a*(g) = antiln [lna(g)]*; (54)

g = 1, ... , G
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ii. Savinis function

AHSV(j) = a + b . ADHI(j) + c . AHS(j) + u(j);

lnAHSV(j) = Ina + b . lnADHI(j) + c . lnAHS(j) + u(j);

(55)

(56)

a* antiln [Lna jw ; (57)

11 Consumption functions built into the Kelley model (Kelley, 1969),
which refer to urban and rural areas, express average per-family demands for
various commodities as functions of the total per-family consumption expenditure
and average family size.

y Where the projection of household consumption and savings is prepared
using the demand system with exogenous savings, the proportion of disposable
income saved at the end of a given projection interval equals the level of the
average savings ratio assumed for that date.

11 Consumption functions built into the Bachue-Philippines model
(Rodgers, 1978), which are for urban and rural areas, express average per
household consumption for the various commodity groups as functions of average
total per-household expenditure and average numbers of children and adults in the
household. Savings functions of the Bachue-Philippines model, which are also for
urban and rural areas, make average per-household savings a function of average
per-household disposable income and average numbers of children and adults in the
household.

!±I The projected number of households used as an input into illustrative
projections are expressed in units of one thousand households. The products of
the levels of per-household consumption and savings, on the one hand, and the
number of households in thousands, on the other, are divided by one thousand.
As a result, levels of household consumption and savings and of various household
consumption and savings aggregates in these illustrative examples are given in
millions of local currency units.

21 Numbers rounded to nearest decimal.
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PROCEDURES TO CALIBRATE PER-HOUSEHOLD DEMAND SYSTEMS
WITH EXOGENOUS AND ENDOGENOUS SAVINGS

The user of the method may wish to adjust the estimated functions so that
they will accurately project levels of average household consumption and, where
appropriate, levels of average household savings for a given historical year or
time period using the observations for explanatory variables for that year or
period. Depending on the demand system selected, those variables would be
average household expenditure or average disposable household income, as well as
average household size. These adjustments, which are normally referred to as
calibration, may be employed, for example, where household consumption (and
savings) projections need to be consistent with household consumption (and
savings) data coming from the national accounts or a social accounting matrix for
a given year or time period.

Calibrating consumption and savings functions may involve adjustments in
estimates of the intercept coefficients of the functions, or in estimates of the
partial coefficients or both. Since adjustments in the intercept coefficients
are more straightforward than those in the partial coefficients, calibration may
often be restricted to intercepts. Moreover, in the case of linear functions,
one may wish to restrict calibration to estimates of the intercept coefficients
so that the adding-up property that those coefficients possess is retained.
Therefore, this annex describes how the intercept coefficients of the functions
of alternative per-household demand systems can be calibrated by first describing
calibration procedures and then selectively illustrating their application.

A. The procedure

The principles of adjusting intercept coefficients of consumption or
savings functions are the same irrespective of whether those functions are
linear, multiplicative or log-linear. The steps use the estimates of the partial
coefficients of the functions, as well as observations on levels of average
household consumption or average household savings, and observations on
explanatory variables for the selected year or time period. Depending on the
demand system used, the explanatory variables may be average household
expenditure or average disposable household income and average household size.
The actual steps involved in adjusting the intercepts vary, however, depending
on the type of functions estimated and used in the projections, as well as
whether those functions are for the entire country or for urban and rural areas.

1. National level

This section initially describes procedures as they apply to functions
estimated for the entire country, first to those of the demand system with
exogenous savings and then to those of the demand system with endogenous savings.
Subsequently, procedures applicable to the urban-rural level are be explained.
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(a) Demand system with exo&enous savin~s

The procedure used to obtain adjusted intercepts of consumption functions
of the demand system with exogenous savings will vary depending on whether the
functions are linear, multiplicative or log-linear.

Linear. In the case of linear functions, the adjustments in the intercept
coefficients can be obtained using the relevant observations for a given year as
follows:

where:

[a*(g)]' AHC(g, t') - [ b*(g) . AHE(t') + c*(g) . AHS(t') ];

g=l, ... ,G,

(1)

g

G

t'

1, ... ,G are commodity groups,

is the number of commodity groups,

is the given calendar year,

AHC(g,t')

AHE(t')

AHS(t')

[a*(g)]'

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the observed average household consumption for
commodity group g in year t' ,

is the observed average household expenditure in
year t',

is the observed average household size in year
t ' ,

is the adjusted intercept coefficient of the
linear consumption function for commodity group
g in the demand system with exogenous savings,

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of the
average household expenditure in the linear
consumption function for commodity group g in the
demand system with exogenous savings, and

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of the
household size variable in the linear consumption
function for commodity group g in the demand
system with exogenous savings.

Multiplicative. In the case of multiplicative functions having the
multiplicative form, adjusted intercepts can be obtained as follows:

[a*(g)]' AHC(g,t') / [ AHE(t,)b*(CJ) . AHS(t')C*(9) ];

g=l, ... ,G,

(2)
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where:

[a*(g)]'

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the adjusted slope coefficient of the
multiplicative consumption function for commodity
group g in the demand system with exogenous
savings,

is the estimate of the exponent of the average
household expenditure in the multiplicative
consumption function for commodity group g in the
demand system with exogenous savings, and

is the estimate of the exponent of average
household size in the multiplicative consumption
function for commodity group g in the demand
system with exogenous savings.

LOi-linear. If adjusted intercepts of log-linear functions are needed,
they can be obtained as follows:

[[lna(g)]*]' = lnAHC(t') - [ b*(g) . lnAHE(t') + c*(g) . lnAHS(t') l; (3)

g=l, ... ,G,

where:

In

[ [lna(g) l*l '

is the natural logarithm, and

is the adjusted logarithm of the intercept
coefficient of the log-linear consumption
function for commodity group g in the demand
system with exogenous savings.

If the user of the method wishes to perform adjustments in intercept
coefficients using data for a few or several years rather than a single year, the
adjustments can also be made using relevant expressions shown in equations (1)
through (3). In that instance, the observed levels of average household
consumption by commodity group and average household expenditure and average
household size would be mean values of the observations for those variables for
several years centred on one particular year, t'.

(b) Demand system with endoienous sayinis

Initially, the procedure to calibrate consumption functions of the demand
system with endogenous savings is described. Then, the calibratibn procedure
applicable to the savings functions of this system is discussed.

(i) Consumption functions

The procedure for calculating adjusted intercept coefficients of
consumption functions of the demand system with endogenous savings will depend
on the specification of those functions.
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Linear. In the case of linear consumption functions, the adjustments in
the intercept coefficients can be obtained as follows:

where:

[a*(g)]' = AHC(g,t') - [ b*(g) . ADHI(t') + c*(g) . AHS(t') ];

g = 1, ... ,G,

(4)

ADHI(t')

[a*(g)]'

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the observed average household disposable household
income in year t',

is the adjusted intercept coefficient of the linear
consumption function for commodity group g in the
demand system with endogenous savings,

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
disposable household income in the linear consumption
function for commodity group g in the demand system
with endogenous savings, and

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household size in the linear consumption function for
commodity group g in the demand system with endogenous
savings.

Multiplicatiye. In the case of consumption functions having the
multiplicative form, adjusted intercepts can be obtained as:

[a*(g)]'

where:

AHC(g,t') / [ ADHI(t,)b*(9) "AHS(t')C*(9) ];

g=l, ... ,G,

(5)

[a*(g)]'

b*(g)

c*(g)

is the adjusted slope coefficient of the non-linear
consumption function for commodity group g in the demand
system with endogenous savings,

is the estimate of the exponent of average disposable
income in the multiplicative consumption function for
commodity group g in the demand system with endogenous
savings, and

is the estimate of the exponent of average household
size in the multiplicative consumption function for
commodity group g in the demand system with endogenous
savings.
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Log-linear. If adjusted intercepts of log-linear consumption functions are
needed, they can be obtained as follows:

[[lna(g)]*]' = 1nAHC(t') - [ b*(g) . lnADHI(t') +

c*(g) . 1nAHS(t') ];

g=l, ... ,G,

where:

(6)

[[lna(g)]*]' is the adjusted logarithm of the intercept coefficient
of the log-linear consumption function for commodity
group g in the demand system with endogenous savings.

(ii) Savings functions

The procedure to obtain the adjusted intercept of the savings function of
the demand system with endogenous savings is analogous to that of deriving
adjusted intercept coefficients of the consumption functions of this system.

Linear. In the case of the linear savings function, the adjustment in the
intercept coefficient can be obtained as follows:

[a*]' = AHSV(t') - [ b* . ADHI(t') + c* . AHS(t') ];

where:

(7)

AHSV(t')

[a*] ,

b*

c*

is the observed average household savings in year t' ,

is the adjusted intercept coefficient of the linear
savings function in the demand system with endogenous
savings,

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
disposable income in the linear savings function in the
demand system with endogenous savings, and

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household size in the linear savings function in the
demand system with endogenous savings.

Multiplicatiye. In the case of a savings function that has the
multiplicative form, the adjusted intercept can be obtained as:

[a*]' =AHSV(t') / [ADHI(t')b*' AHS(t')c*]; (8)
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where:
[a*] ,

b*

c*

is the adjusted slope coefficient of the non-linear
savings function in the demand system with endogenous
savings,

is the estimate of the exponent of average disposable
income in the multiplicative savings function in the
demand system with endogenous savings, and

is the estimate of the exponent of average household
size in the multiplicative savings function in the
demand system with endogenous savings.

Lo~-linear. If the adjusted intercept of the log-linear savings function
is required, it can be obtained as follows:

[[lna]*]' = 1nAHC(t') - [ b* . 1nADHI(t') + c* . 1nAHS(t') ];

where:

(9)

[[lna]*]' is the adjusted logarithm of the intercept coefficient of
the log-linear savings function in the demand system with
endogenous savings.

To adjust the intercept coefficients of the consumption and savings
functions of the demand system with endogenous savings using data for a few or
several years rather than a single year, it is possible to use relevant
expressions shown in equations (4) through (9). In that instance, the relevant
observations would be mean values of the observations for levels of average
household consumption and average household savings along with observations for
average household disposable income and average household size.

2. Urban-rural 1eye1

After estimating the functions of the demand system chosen to prepare
projections for urban and rural areas, the intercept coefficients of those
functions could be adjusted. In doing so, it would be necessary to use the
estimates of the partial coefficients of the functions along with observations
on levels of average household consumption by commodity group (and levels of
average household savings, where appropriate), as well as observations on the
relevant explanatory variables for a given year or time period. Depending on the
type of the demand system chosen, the calculations of adjustments would involve
only consumption functions or both consumption and savings functions.

(a) Demand system with exoienou§ sayinis

The procedure suitable for calibrating consumption functions of the demand
system with exogenous savings for urban and rural areas would include steps that
are urban-rural equivalents of those described above, using equations (1) through
(3).
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(b) Demand system with endo~enous saviu&S

The procedure appropriate for calibrating consumption and savings functions
of the demand system with endogenous savings for urban and rural areas would be
an urban-rural counterpart of the procedure described above, using equations (4)
through (9).

B. Illustrative examples of calibration

The examples presented below do not attempt to exhaustively illustrate the
procedure for calibrating functions of alternative demand systems for the entire
country and urban and rural areas. Rather they show how to calibrate the
functions that were employed in chapter X in order to illustrate their use in
preparing household consumption and savings projections. In particular, the
first example shows how to adjust the intercept coefficients for log-linear
consumption functions of the demand system with exogenous savings for the entire
country. The second example indicates the way to adjust intercepts for linear
consumption and savings functions of the demand system with endogenous savings
for urban and rural areas.

1. National level

This example indicates how to calibrate the estimates of the log-linear
consumption functions shown in table 37 (chapter X) using, among other things,
the estimated partial coefficients of those functions. Also, used in this
example are hypothetical mean values of average household consumption, along with
hypothetical values of average household expenditure and average household size.
It is assumed that those values refer to a year that precedes by two years the
initial year of the projection (year 0) and is therefore referred to as year -2.
(The values of the relevant variables may refer to any suitable year or a longer
period preceding the initial year.)

Table 68 illustrates the calculation of adjusted intercepts of the functions
in question. The adjusted intercept coefficient (column 7) for each commodity
group is obtained as the difference between the logarithm of the observed level
of average household consumption in year - 2 (column 6) and the sum of two
products. The first product is obtained by multiplying the estimated average
household expenditure coefficient for the commodity group in question (column 2)
by the logarithm of the average household expenditure in year -2 (column 4). The
second product is the result of multiplying the average household size
coefficient for the commodity group (column 3) by the logarithm of the average
household size in year -2 (column 5).

Thus, the adjusted intercept in the function for food, 0.08171, is obtained
as follows:

0.08171 ln (103.9) - [ (0.85094) . (In(177.5) ) +

(0.08103) • (In (6.75) )],

(2)



Table 68. Computing adjusted intercept coefficients for selected log-linear
consumption functions of the demand system with exogenous savings
for the entire country using data for a selected year

AI From table 37, col. 3.
~I From table 37, col. 4.
~I Referred to in text.
~I (In(col. 6)) - ((col. 2) • (In(col. 4)) + (col. 3) • (In(col. 5)).
U Local currency units.
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where 103.9 is the level of average household consumption of food in year -2,
while 0.85094 is the estimate of the average household expenditure coefficient
for food and 177.5 is the average household expenditure in year -2; 0.08103 is
the estimate of the average household size coefficient for food and 6.75 is the
average household size in year -2.

1. Urban-rural 1eye1

This example shows how to calibrate estimates of linear consumption and
savings functions of the demand system with endogenous savings for urban and
rural areas, which were shown in tables 47 and 48 (chapter X). To derive
adjusted intercepts for these functions, the estimates of the partial
coefficients of those functions will be used along with the hypothetical values
of the levels of average household consumption and savings and the hypothetical
values of average household disposable income and average household size for
year/-2.

Tables 69 and 70 illustrate calculations of the adjusted intercepts for the
functions in question. The adjusted intercept coefficient (column 7) for each
commodity group or savings for either location is obtained as the difference
between the average household consumption for the group for year -2 or average
household savings for the same year in that location (column 6) and the sum of
two products. The first product is obtained by multiplying the estimated average
disposable household income coefficient for the commodity group in question (or
savings) (column 2) by the mean value of the average disposable household income
in year -2 in the location in question (column 4). The second product is the
result of multiplying the average household size coefficient for the commodity
group concerned (or savings) (column 3) by the value of the average household
size in year -2 (column 5).

For example, the adjusted intercept coefficient in the consumption function
for food in the urban areas, 34.08062, is obtained as follows:

34.08062 - 146.3 - [ (0.33721 ) . (307.3) + (1.36859) . (6.28) ],

where 146.3 is the average urban household consumption in year -2, while 0.33721
is the estimate of the average disposable household income coefficient for food
and 307.3 is the mean value of the average urban disposable household income in
year -2; 1.36859 is the estimate of the average household size coefficient for
food for the urban areas and 6.28 is the average urban household size in year -2.

C. Notation and eguations

1. Indices: yariab1es and special symbols

(a) List of indices

g-I, ... ,G

t'

are commodity groups

is the given calendar year



Table 69. caoputing adjusted intercept coefficients for selected linear consllllption
and savings fmctions of the demand system with endogenous savings
for urban areas using data for a selected year

Estimates of partial
coefficients

Average Average household
C<BKldity Disposable Household Average disposable household consllDption Adjusted
gro~1 incane size household incane in size in and savings in intercept

savings coefficient AI coefficient ~I year-2 QI year -2 QI year -2 Q/ coefficient gl

(in LCUs) ~/

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
I

f>J

Food 0.33721 1.36859 307.3 6.28 146.3 34.08062 ~

Clothing 0.06946 0.26599 307.3 6.28 23.3 0.28452
Housing 0.03978 -0.88636 307.3 6.28 8.9 2.24194
F1el and light 0.01237 0.35948 307.3 6.28 20.8 14.74116
Durables 0.12418 -1.59126 307.3 6.28 22.8 -5.36740
Transportation 0.01320 -0.02436 307.3 6.28 4.0 0.09662
Personal care 0.02127 -0.03624 307.3 6.28 7.4 1.09131
Recreation 0.04781 -0.23879 307.3 6.28 18.1 4.90758
other services 0.05283 -0.56668 307.3 6.28 12.4 -0.27590

savings 0.28188 1.34961 307.3 6.28 43.3 -51.79727

i/ Fran table 47 , col. 3.
~/ Fran table 47 I col. 4.
Q/ Referred to in text.
g/ (col. 6) - ((col. 2) • (col. 4) + col. 3) . (col. 5)).
~I Local currency mlts,



'fable 70. Cc:.IPuting adjusted intercept coefficients for selected linear CODSlDPtion
and savings flllctions of the demand system with endogenous savings
for rural areas using data for a selected year

Estimates of partial
coefficients

Average Average household
Call1K)dity Disposable Household lverage disposable household oons1lllption Adjusted
group/ incane size household incane size in and savings intercept

savings coefficient AI coefficient W in year -2 ~ year -2 ~ in year -2 ~ coefficient g/

(in LCUs) 1/
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Food 0.34160 2.10492 164.7 6.94 86.3 15.43033 N

Clothing 0.07514 0.43491 164.7 6.94 11.1 -4.29383
~

-..I

Housing 0.09228 -0.87302 164.7 6.94 5.7 -3.43975
Fuel and light 0.02704 0.39781 164.7 6.94 12.8 5.58571
Durables 0.06095 -0.01737 164.7 6.94 6.9 -3.01791
'rraDsportation 0.02034 -0.11082 164.7 6.94 2.1 -0.48090
Personal care 0.02325 -0.04822 164.7 6.94 4.8 1.30537
Recreation 0.02854 0.17195 164.7 6.94 7.1 1.20612
Other services 0.03718 -0.11941 164.7 6.94 4.9 -0.39484

savings 0.29368 -2.03719 164.7 6.94 23.0 -11.23099

AI FIca table 48, 001. 3.
W FIca table 48, 001. 4.
~ Refemd to in text.
gv (001. 6) - ((001. 2) • (001. 4) + (001. 3) • (001. 5)).
1/ Local currency lIlits.



(b) List of variables

AHS(t')

AHC(g,t')

ADHI(t')

AHSV(t')

AHE(t')

(c) Special symbols

b*

b*(g)

e*

c*(g)

G

In

[a*(g)]'
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is the observed average household size in year t'

is the observed average household consumption in
commodity group g in year t'

is the observed average disposable household income in
year t'

is the observed average household savings in year t'

is the observed average household expenditure in year t'

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
disposable household income in the linear savings
function in the demand system with endogenous savings.
It is the estimate of the exponent in the multiplicative
savings function.

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of the
average household expenditure (or average disposable
household income) in the consumption function for
commodity group g. In the multiplicative functions it
is an estimate of the exponent.

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household size in the linear savings function. It is
the estimate of the exponent of average household size
in the multiplicative functions.

is the estimate of the partial coefficient of average
household size in the linear consumption function for
commodity group g. In the multiplicative function it is
an estimate of the exponent.

is the number of commodity groups

is the natural logarithm

is the adjusted intercept coefficient of the linear
consumption function for commodity group g. In the
multiplicative function it is the adjusted coefficient.



[a*] ,

[[lna(g) ]*]'

[[lna]*] ,
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is the adjusted intercept coefficient of the linear
savings function in the demand system with endogenous
savings. It is the adjusted slope coefficient in the
multiplicative function.

is the adjusted logarithm of the intercept coefficient
of the log-linear consumption function for commodity
group g

is the adjusted logarithm of the intercept coefficient
of the non-linear savings function in the demand system
with endogenous savings

2. List of eguations

The procedure

1. National level

(a) Demand system with exo~enous savings

[a*(g)]' = AHC(g,t') - [ b*(g) . AHE(t') + c*(g) . AHS(t') ];

g=l, ... ,G

[a*(g)]' =AHC(g,t') / [AHE(t,)b*C9)' AHS(t')C*C9)];

g=l, ... ,G

(1)

(2)

[[lna(g)]*]' = lnAHC(t') - [ b*(g) . lnAHE(t') + c*(g) . 1nAHS(t')]; (3)

g=l, ... ,G

(b) Demand system with endogenous savin~s

(i) ConSumption functions

[a*(g)]' = AHC(g,t') - [ b*(g) . ADHI(t') + c*(g) . AHS(t') ];

g=l, ... ,G

[a*(g)]' =AHC(g,t') / [ADHI(t,)b*c9)' AHS(t')C*C9)];

g=l, ... ,G

[[lna(g)]*]' = lnAHC(t') - [ b*(g) . lnADHI(t') +

c*(g) . lnAHS(t') ];

g=l, ... ,G

(4)

(5)

(6)
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(ii) Sayinis functions

[a*]' - AHSV(t') - b*' ADHI(t') + c* . AHS(t') ];

[a*]' =AHSV(t') / [ADHI(t')b*' AHS(t')c*];

[[lna]*l' - lnAHC(t') - [ b* . lnADHI(t') + c* . lnAHS(t') ];

2. Urban-rural level

(a) Demand system with exoienous sayinis

(b) Demand system with endo&enous sayin&s

(7)

(8)

(9)
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